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Prefaoe. 
In attempting suoh a work as this the author is fully 
aware of the fact that he invites a wealth of oritioism. 
The sincere always weloome construotive oritioi8~. The 
author gratefully aoknowleuges the kind assistanoe of Wilbur 
L. Beauohamp and O. D. Frank of the University of Chicago; 
the help given by Albert W. Evans, prinoipal of Tilden Teoh, 
Jerome Isenbsrger of Crane College, Dr. A • .Anderson of Roose-
, 
velt High, Mary Mulroy of Tilden Teoh, 0, E. Russel of Har-
rison High, Jennie Weinla.nd of Sullivan Junior High, Dean 
AijBtin G. Sohmidt of Loyola University, and Dr~ Wm. H. John-
son, his advisor. 
Whatever merits the thesis may ha.ve would have been im-
possible without the above assistanoe. The faults the work 
oontains are assQ~ed entirely by the author. 
Vita. 
'!he writer was born in Warren County, Missouri. Most of 
the early part of his life was spent in Riohardson County, 
Nebraska. Here he attended the ordinary rural sohool. 
. . 
At the age of seventeen he entered Elmhurst College, at 
Elahurst, Illinois. Having finished four yea~s' t~aining as 
a teacher, he accepted his first position in a paroohial 
school on the nort hwest side of Chicago. Aft er teaching here 
for seven years, he resigned and entered the servtee of the 
'Board of Eduoat ion of Chicago teaching in the element ary 
·schools. Intensive study and close application caused 8. ner-
va us breakdown. He was foroed to resi~ ana seek outdoor em-
.... . 
p.Loyment as a provision salesman for ,thirteen years. 
In 1920 he re-entered the servioe of the Board of Educa-
t ion, took his baohelor's degree 'at, the University of Chicago, 
and is at the present time teac~ing in the,Hirsoh Junior 
High School. 
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Curriculum Construction in General Science. 
Grades 7 .. 9. 
Chapt er :r. 
statement of the Problem. 
The aim of the writer of this thesis will be to reveal 
the modern theories of curriculum construction as they apply 
to the construction of a curriculum in general science for the 
junior high school of grades seven to nine. 
rhere are several possible methods of approach to this 
problem. Only those will be considered which are used for the 
currioulum construction in the secondary schools. ~hey are as 
follows: 
(1) The traditional method; 
(2) rhe method of imitat ion; 
(3) ~aking se~eotions from so oalled "Best Courses" in 
order of frequenoy of oocuranoe; 
(4) Basing curriculum content on analysis of adult needs; 
(5) Making a statement of adult abilities and listing pu-
pil experiences necessary to oarry them out. (34:116-
17) 
The 11radit ional Method. 
The easiest method of approaoh is to accept the tradition-
al co;·;tent of the currioulum of the past. It is also the leas 
efficient, because oonditions in a dynamic society are chang-
ing. Wor instance, the old oxoart was supplanted by the horse 
2. 
and buggy, the latter by the automobile. The automobile man-
ufacturer of today continually makes improvements in new mo-
dels. He creates a dissatisfaction with the old in the pro-
spective customer, and a desire to possess the latest model. 
A physician could not hope to make a lI.ecent living by employ-
ing methods in vogue fifty years ago. On account of the con-
tinual changes the traditional curriculum is too far behind 
social life, and can have little influence in edu.cHting pupils 
to meet the present day requirements. 
The Method of Imitation. 
In many cases numerous copies of courses of study are gath-
ered from various parts of the country.rne courses of study 
thus assembled were written from the viewpoint of the people 
of their respective locality. MCiny items in the-} may be su-
perior to those found in the curricu:um to be reconstructed. 
Quite naturally, these will be taken and inst~lled in place of 
obsolete, deleted ones. This procedure is quite oommon. 
Making Selections from So Called "Best Courses". 
A new course o~ study is not made unless there is some dis-
satisfl'!ction with the old one. As changes are made a lot of 
sifting is done. Hew, improved [terns are substituted. If 
enough copies from allover the country are gathered, the cur-
riculum const ruot ors who use above method argue that the ideas 
occuring most fre'luently in "best courses'! are the ones to 
select for the new one. Since t.ime allotment for different 
-..... ~( 
·3. 
subjeots will vary in different localities, the u.ifficulty is 
overcome by taking the average time given to a subject as 
a guid R • 
Basing the Curriculum Cant ent on J..nalysis of Adult Needs. 
In this case trained investigators study activities in 
which the people are engaged in order to discover, for in-
stance, the kind of arithmetio re~uired, or the number of 
words most commonly used, the act performed in taking care of 
one's health, or motion made by an efficient mechanio. This 
~ethod aims at utility and present use. Through this study 
ideals are established, and the activities necessary to a-
chieve the,: are decided upon by repeated conferences. When 
these activities are listed and classified, the school system 
will select those items toward which it wi~l direct its ef-
forts. The cu.rriculum then contains pupil experienoes and 
activities that are justified becLuse they fit the needs of 
the community. (34:116) 
Making 8 statement of Adult Abilities and 
Listing Pupil Experiences Necessary to Carry them out. 
A city or locality may engage the services of thoughtful 
men and women to li3t abilities, and then select and list pu-
pil experiences necessary to carry them out. It is as slL.>ned 
that a good citizen should possess the ability to do his indi-
vidual share in promoting the mutual welfl1re of the community. 
4. 
Bobbitt had Chicago graduate students list abilities under 
ten major headings. He took these abilities to 10s Angeles 
and distributed them among 1200 high school teachers. Bach 
teacher was re(IUested to make as many additions as possible. 
When the list was completed. com~ittees were organized whose 
membership inoluded superintendents. leaders and teachers. A 
separate committee was apPointed for each department. These 
committees sought out the abilities which their devartment 
ShO'lld assist pupils to aohieve. When I:,ll the objeot i ves had 
been determined upon it was found that they coincided pretty 
well with the "Seven Cardinals of 1918't. The next step was 
to select the activities neoessary for the achievement of the 
abjectives. Pupil experiences and activities constittlted the 
curriculum. (34:117) 
In this thesis the writer will show how the present Chioa-
go Junior Eigh 30hool curriculum was evolved. rhe writer was 
a member of the committee which prepared the Junior High Sohool 
Curriculum in General Science. ~he steps purs~ed nay be set 
forth as follows: 
1. Determining the objeotives of education. 
2. Determine the extent to which general science can as-
sist in following the objectives of eduoation. 
3. The teaching procedure [md its relations to curriculum 
const r:lct ion. 
5. 
4. T 118 building of t he curriculum. 
5. rhe installation of the curriculum in the classroom. 
~efore taking up thp problem the writer will endeavor to 
r:resent a resume of the literature in the field which relates 
. 
to curriculum construction in science, particularly general 
science. It will be noted that various principles of the 
above procedure for constructing a curriculum were applied at 
variouS st age s. 
G • 
Chapt eT II. 
Curriculum :~t~l.dies ~,r:c1 Il~ustr~.tive Ji.its of 
Sci el,ce .'I' eachinE. 
In t ,,8 fi .cst ch&pt er several method;:' of Bpproach in curri-
ouium construction were mentioned. Below will follow a brief 
s1Un;wr~7 of curricu:;'ar st nu ie s showing to wh&t ext ant t hei r 
~€thod of &~proach cOLforms to those ~entioned, bnd whether 
tte unit topics chosen, as shown in a leter chapter, ere at 
vv rit1.nce or in har~ony vdth the Chi08to curriCtL~Ul!l. 
Dr. E. R. Downin~ made a study to see if children are ~ore 
interested in plE.nts, animals, or physica=. mi,teri&l, snd if 
tre r chose ~he latter, in which phase tr.eir interest ce:nters. 
He selected 301 boys and 411 girls to write questions and,ob-
Sf":rvBtiollS reeurding vbo've na.'7led items to ti mag&zine in let-
t e'.· form. I'he &verage Ci~e of the boys was 11.9, t h&t a f the 
girls 12.0B. He chose 295 observations ~nd analyzed 447 ques-
tions. He found that the chilJ's greatest interest was ani-
m<.d.s. Boys wro~e :nore observt.tions about plant Yl'mterLsls, 
wUle t he ~ ir1s chose ph,ysic al phenomena. Under ;)le:ct IllEit eri-
cl the preferer ... ce V'J6.S: Wild flowflrs, trees, ,,;i1d spore-bce.r-
ers, ~arden fruits, vegetables an~ g~rden flowers. Jnder sn-
i:-;:&l :nat eri &1 the fre ference W8::: Insect s, bi rds, cormnon mam-
Y;1a~s, reptiles, invertebn:,tes. fish, sr,id8rs, humtn f;hysiol.o-
t:.:: ari,i Ir,dibns. ]nder phy;'icul m&t e::dt:.-l the first 
7. 
choice was elementary physios. Then followed in order geo-
graphioal, geologioal, ast ronomical, phot ographical, minergleg-
1cal, meohanioal and industrial material. More interest was 
shown in activities than in identifications. (19:334-38) 
Dr. Downing allowed himself to be guided by the mental and 
emotional child life in finding the placement for general soi-
enee material. Aooording to his findings the Chioago oourse 
of study falls down on the first choioe. rhe plant materjal is 
taken oare of in the nint h grade. Sinoe neflrly hal f of the 
pupils manifested a preferenoe for elementary physics the se-
lection made by the Chicago Curriculum Committee seems to co-
lncide with Dr. Downing's findings. 
Just what emphasis do textbook writers place on the topics 
in general scienoe? Hanor A.Webb selected eiiht large scienoe 
groups: Astronomy, biology,· ohemistry, household arts, physios, 
physiography, ·physi ology and miscellaneous topiCs. He tried to 
det ermine the import snoe of these t apics as indicat ed by'; he 
nnmber of pages devot ed to them irl 18 different textbooks. On-
. 1y the five topics which are hibhest on the list will be cited. 
(51: 1-40) 
In astronomy the topiOS rank as follows: 
1) The solar syst em. 
2) stars and const ellat ions, 
3) .b.arth and planet s. 
4) seasons, 
5} 1I1oon and eol ipses. 
In biology: 
l} st ems, 
2} Photosynthesis, 
3} Yeast and molds, 
4) Heredity, 
8 
5} struoture and funotion of flowers~ 
In ohemistry: 
1) Combust ion, 
2) Useful metals, 
3) Acids, 
4) Composition of atmosphere, 
5) Oxygen; 
In household arts: 
1 ) Composit ion of foods, 
2) Fuel vaLles of foods, 
3) Cleansing of textiles, 
4) Preservatmon of foods, 
5) Soap making; 
In physics: 
1 ) Humidity, 
2) Cause:3 of 'i'inds and st orms, 
3} Soil formation, 
4) Erosion, 
5) Weather forecast, 
~-. 
~----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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6- Rocks; 
In physiology: 
1) Bacteria and contageous diseases, 
2) Digestion, 
3) The eye, 
4) Insect carriers of diseases; 
In miscellaneous: 
1) World commerce andt ransport at ion, 
2) Value and method of science st udy, 
3) Man's relation to nature, 
4) Economic problems, 
5) Prehistoric man. 
The Chicago course of study has incorporated all items 
just list ed under est ronomy; in biology everything but heredi-
ty; in chemistry, all items, likewise in household arts and 
physics; in physiography all but rocks; in physiology all 
items; in miscellaneous, only man's rela~ion to nature Bnd ecor. 
omie problems receive any emphasis. 
newspaper editors and r2agazine publishers are usually wide 
awake as to public needs. They he,ve to be to sell their goods. 
GilesM.Ruch and A. H Searles made an analysis of magazine art-
icleD over a period of from five to ten years to ascertain 
adult needs in the field of general science. They waded 
through ten- years' issues of eight general magazines, five 
II""" 
. ~----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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end one half years'issues of Saturd~y Evenings Post, and five 
years' issues of scientifio magazines. 
Their findings 5.n the distribution of material by topios 
in general scienoewere as follows: Biology, 62.2 per cent, 
physios, 26.3 per ceI~t; c.i:emistry, 5.1 per,cent; physiology, 
physiography, textiles, astronomy, food, metero1ogy, house-
hold animals together 4 per oent: agrioulture, 2.4 per cent. 
(40:389-96) 
F. D. Curtis tried to determine the sort of scientifio 
knowledge neoessary for an intelligent reading of the public 
press. He examined 83 i f3sues of 6 representat ive papers and 
found that 41.4 per oent of the articles were biolog~ca1 sci-
ence, and 49 per cent physical. (13:22) 
1. Thomas Hopkins made a similar study. He analyzed art-
tic1es in a month's issue of four Denver papers, six issues 
each of two scientifio magazines, two home magazines, two 
weeklies, and two farm publications. He briefly summarized 
~nd classified the material as biology, physics, chemistry, a2 
tronomy, geology, biography and psychology. 
He found that four times as much space was given to biol-
ogy as to physical, and ten times as much as to chemical ma-
terial. Of the chemical and physical material 98 per cent was 
fOund in the 8cientific magazines. Biology seems to be of 
greatest importanoe in secondary schools. Hopkins seems to 
incline to general scienoe in the seventh grades and to 
11. 
biology in the ninth. (26:793-800) 
Comparing the Chioago oourse of st udy with tIle investiga-
tions we will find that it is well up to present day require-
ments. 
In the preceding paragraphs the import ance of general sci-
OLce topics, and their place in the curriculum have been dis-
cllssed. The summaries also showed the guiding mot ive of the 
investigators Which prompted them to undertake and consumate 
their task.rhe succeeding part of this chapter will be devot-
ed to the discussion of illustrative units into which the cur-
rioulum is divided. 
Arranging a general soienoe oourse in units is by no 
means oonfined to Chicago alone, as we shall see in studying 
the prooedure in several representative oities of our oountry. 
1"ha Bummaries given below inolude only units,.or parts of unitE 
that were available. The samples disoussed are taken from 
school systems enrolled in the Co-operative Plan of Curriou-
lum Revision. (17:172) 
In Boston, Massaohusetts, the units are broken into pro-
jeots and problems. The arrangement is praotioally the same 
as that offered in this thesis. What is oalled projects in 
Boston is listed in thi~ work as problem headings. Their 
projects are supplemented by sub-topics, while the writer has 
aided the pupil with questions which lead to the required un-
derstanding. In Bf)ston each sub-topic is based on oneor )'Ylore 
""" -~-----------------------------------------------------------------. 
12. 
experiments. The experiments are not listed, nor is any ref-
erenoe given. Their "Fire Unit" is broken up into eleven pro-
jeots. They deal briefly with oo~~on fuels, kindling of fire, 
the remains of fire, how the oandle burns, oommon fuels, how 
the kerosene lamp and wood burns, and extinotion of fire. 
Nothing is said of work sheets or classroom prooedure. 
Glen L. Gebhardt, menber of the Denver Junior High Sohool 
General Soienoe Committee, states that the use of sheets has 
met with enoouraging results. When general soienoe was intro-
duoed, the Denver tehohers had the same diffioulty as Chio~go 
teachers. They did not know how to put the subjeot over. At 
first syllabus seotions were written on the board and oopied 
into notebooks by the pupils. The results were negative. Mi-
meographed outlines were later plaoed in the pupils hands. 
They contained instruotions regarding demonstrations, ques-
tions, assignments and topios for disoussion. Blank spao.es 
were left to be filled out by the pupils. The results obtained 
from these out lines was not sat isfaotory. They were replaoed 
by mimeographed work sheets, eaoh pupil having his own copy. 
In purpose these sheets ooinoided with the writer's. They oon-
tained a serious of questions whioh the pupil must answer 
through the use of textbooks, reading assign~ents, observa-
tions, and classroom disoussions. A blank space is left for 
written work by the pupil. The sheets differ from those of-
fered in this thesis in as much as the pupils are given read-
~--------------------------------------------~ 
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ing assingments for home work which prepare them for class dis-
cussion the following day. This may work with Denver .children; 
in Chicago it does not. The teacher is theoretically supposed 
to look over the notebooks after school. With a limited mem-
bershiP it oan be done, but with the ordinary overloaded class, 
this supervision is impossible. (17:l73-78) 
Samples of three sheets show that they require fro~ one to 
five week's time to finish. An exact copy of "7B Sheet O~e" 
will show that it is less detailed and speoifio than those of-
fered in this thesis. 
General Soienoe 
Name 
Date 
Subjeot: Air 
7B Sheet 1. 
Air as a SUbstance: Sse textbook for chapter dealing with this 
t opio. 
~ist below the four import8nt faots about air a,s a sub-
stance. Mention the experiment used to show eaoh faot. Give 
other uses and examples of eaoh faot. 
Fact No.1: (a) What experiment shows this? and, (b) Give other 
examples and uses of this faot. 
Fact :No. 2:( a) Experiments; and, (b) Other examples and uses. 
'Fact No. 3: (a) Experiments, and, (b) Other examples and uses. 
il'aot No. 4:( a) Experiments; a,nd, (b) Other examples and uses. 
~------------------------------------------------~ 
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(uestions for class discussion: 
1. How high does the mercury of the barometer stand in 
L.anver? 
2. How high is it at sea level? 
3. How high will the water rise in the lift pump at sea 
level? 
Home study assign~ent: 
Make 8 drawing in your notebook of the apparatus used in 
one important experiment with Bir. Tell how the experiment was 
performed. Use at least a Whole sheet. 
Experiments and Demonstrations. 
Fact No. l:(a) Pushing an inverted tumbler down into water 
(b) Allowing water to gurgle out of a bottle or jug. 
Fact No. 2:(a) Weighing a hollow sphere before and after evac-
uation. 
Fact No.3: (a) USing a vacuum pu~p with bladder gls.ss 
(b) Constructing a simple mercury barometer 
(c) Placing a sheet of paper over a tumbler of water 
and inv~rt ing. 
Ji1act No.4: ( a) Lowering invert ed test tube in a cylinder of 
water 
(b) USing Boyle's law tube. 
Other Examples and Uses. 
Fact No.1: (a) Nat ure' s dislike for a vs.cuum 
(b) To let any liJuid in or out of a vessel, eir 
~-.. ------------------------------------~ 
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must be let out or admitted. 
1i'80t No.2: (a) If air were weightless, it oould not be held 
to the earth. 
(b) Computation of the weight of a room full of air 
Fact No. 3:(a) Pressure is due to weight of air 
(b) Cause of variation of pressure with altitude 
(0) Cause and effect of varying atmospherio pres-
sure 
(d) Physiologioal effects of variation in pressure 
(e) Use of vaouum oleaners 
(f) Pneumatic tubes used in department stores. 
Fact 1;0. 4: (a) Use of oompressed air for machinery, air brakes 
and automobile tires 
(b) Use of diving bells or oaissons 
(c) Operation of air guns. 
The experiments are performed during the first period as a 
olass demon.=ot rat ion. "'he second period is used for reading 
textbooks and other material. rhe third period is devoted to 
diSCUSSion, after which the pupil records his own reaction. 
ThA applioation of the principles to life situations is pro-
vided for.under "Other examples and uses". 
rhe second sheet in a similar manner deals with the pro-
perties of gases, their importance, air as a mixture. Sheet 
three deals with the relation of air to life and health. It 
is claimed that the puPil in using these sheets knows definite~ 
I 
~----------~------------------------------. 
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1y what he is to do, when the task is completed, and can find 
out what work has been missed, if he is absent. 
Detroi\-, Michigan, offers a science "Unit XV- How Man 
Makes Tdght to take the Plaoe of Sunlight". The unit is divid-
ed into two main parts. (17:169-71) 
A. Pupil Goals. 
I. Out oomes. 
Here three objectives are listed: 
1. "A knowledge of the development and funotion of lighting 
devioes. 
2. A knowledge of what constitutes good lighting. 
3. An appreciation of the import,i,;!nce of artificial lighting in 
the present day life". 
II. Standards and J:..ttainments. 
Under this caption ten minimum essentials are listed: 
"(1) The evolution of lighting devices; (2) importance of pre-
sent lighting devioes; (3) how different gases and eleotrioity 
are produced for lighting purposes; (4) prinoiples of gas and 
eleotrio lights; (5) good lighting, vcltage; (6) shape a.nd 
oolor of bulbs; (7) methods of direct and indirect lighting; (8) 
placement of lights; (9) reading meters; (10) Edison's con-
tribution to lighting·'. 
For good measure five additional standards are thrown in: 
"(1) :~easlring light in units of candle power; (2) transmis-
sion of e1 eot rici ty; (3) knowledge of tungst on filament; (4) 
~-. ------------------------------~ 
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mercury lights, spot lights, color wheels, Rleotric signs; (5) 
amperage and voltage. 
In the body of this thesis the standards are not mentioned 
but implied in the working out of the problems. The second 
part of the above unit is captioned: 
B. Lesson Plan. 
Again there are four parts. The first consists of intro-
ductory m&terial and additional standards. The introduotion is 
limited to three state'nents concerning the time it took to im-
prove our lighting system, the kind of laborers employed to sup-
ply us with light, and an irrelevant remark about meteors. 
Then follow three st at ement s about "Standards" t although nothin-
has been said about them up to this pOint. 
In part two seven demonstrations and four additional ones 
are listed. ~art three contains nine pupil activities with fiv 
added for superior pupils. Part four lists four problems sup-
plerpented by four to six questions. The last problem has no 
questions~ The problems are: 
"A. 7lhat were the earliest methods of artificial lighting? 
B. What are the advantages of modern de~ices used in li[hting? 
C. What are the re'iui.rement s of a good light ing syst em in the 
home, office, factory, in the street? 
D. How did Edison develop our modern incandescent light?" 
Then follow four additional problems similarly arranged. 
!TA. How does the amount of light which we need today differ 
18. 
from t lie amount used incolonif:i 1 times? 
B. 'i'lhY is the nitrogen-filled tungsten electric light the most 
economical for general use? 
c. Why iE:' the indirect lighting system used in stores and most 
public buildings? 
D. How is electricity conveyed from the power plant to the con-
sumer?" 
Ho comment ia mEtde aato length of periods or grade. In 
the writer' a opinion it is a ninth grade unit, to complete it 
would require an entire semester. 
In Emporia, Kansas, all eighth grade pupils must complete 
one year of general science. rhe periods are 55 minutes long, 
and the classes meet five times per week. There are five units: 
"(1) The air and how to use it, (2) Water and how to use it, 
(3) "9'oods and how to use them, (4) Prot ect ion-Homes and cloth-
ing, (5) The work of the world". Only an out line of the fourth 
is offered. It takes thirtyfive days to complete it. The unit 
is broken up into four probl~ms. The problem headings are not 
supplemented by ~uestions, instead definite assigLments are 
made • rhus, 
1. Building our Homes. 
"Each pupil makes a report of what he thinks a desirable 
location for a home. Reports are given and discussed in class. 
The pupils select a plan ofe moderately priced house and make 
a drawing of it. 
19. 
A~t er making a careful study OT buLl-ding mat erials each pu-
pil makes a list of the material to be usei";' in the house planne 
.p.easons for each kind of mat erial select ed are given." 
The other three problems are treated in a similar manner. 
No further com.rnents are offered as to teachind procedure. An 
outline presented in this form would require much close super-
vision 8.11u. direct teaching. The indifferent pupil would get by 
without doing much work.(17:168) 
An eighth grade unit from Glendale, California, on astrono-
my is much more to the point and coincides with the units offe 
ed in a later chapter. The above unit is divided into five 
parts. The first part states the purpose of the unit, namely, 
to acquBint the pupil with five constellations; introduce hi:n 
to laboratory methods; and assist hi~ in recognizing the magni-
tude of our solar systems, and their relations to the earth. 
Part two deals with the preparation of the study which in-
cludes textbook information, interpretation and making of 
charts, recitation, notebook 'Work, and experiments. In part 
three tLe [.ctiv~ty consists of weekly reports on observations, 
notebook work and drawing of charts. The last part. five, con-
cludes the unit with an oral or written quiz. 
In Toledo, Ohio, general science begins with "The World in 
Which we Live-What is it?" in the seventh grade. After a brief 
motivation the class is launched into a sL71pla study of astron-
~--------------------------------~ 
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O«l:l h",-:' on prot,lems cOIlcerning the shape of tLE eurth, 
standLrG til':e, cluinge of seasons, phl:ser-; of the moon, life on 
ot1:er. plLnets, ane: th', natur(' of ~he stars. This unit is sup-
POS(H~ to cQnte.in thirty five 9roble~s •. Certtiinly tl-::P,~T Cf;n 
not be nrotlems as we llnclerstend them according the unit plan. 
The pUjJil., ure to observe the moon, illustn,te gravity, ce11-
t ri fue', 1 force, and ma~:e report 1;:' of est ronomers. As not hing 
furtl:ec: it! offered, the reeder mnst ura:. his own conclusion 
as to t}:..e V,lllf' of the llLit. (17:L66) 
Tuls2. Oklahoma, worke~ out & nine week's course of for-
ty five minutes per day for the seventh graJe with an old 
tree tr:wR a.s the center of ir.struction. The fiim is to use 
the connullity as Ci la'LorE'~tory £'11(! have tb.e childrer. make corJ-
tributi0Ds as citizens. As en introduction, explcratory 
trips bre ~1f~cle about the school ;:;.rolmds, the viciLity &L& the 
woods to gat her seeJlinels. ?lar.t iIle of seeds al;out the school 
gronnds and ho~es is rel,:ort ed to the .A . .rneric:an Tree .A.'~socia­
tion. A TAcognitioL from the associ&tion is usually fortt-
corlir,::;:. ;n Arbor Ilb~T 9rogram in the ~:sf.embly conc::'udes the 
fj r~'t obrt. 1'he rest of the unH is t8.Len up with insect, 
bird sn: 5nima::' study. 
,;'it 1:1 the t rAe st ndy to he root, st em 8.l:; u leaf S:lSr. em re-
ceivp &t+:entjcn in rotation. Each child chooses his own tree. 
~he stllJy of ths root sYHtem includes a ClbSS demonstration in 
Osmoeis. ~he children gather types of seed roots &nJ compare 
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them. ~he stern system follows with an ex~eriment in capillary 
attraction, making whistles, and close observation of the cho-
sen tree. To stUQy the leaf system the children gather, iden-
tify leaves and make charts of the~, perform experiments in 
photosynthesis, and list leaves used as foods. 
':'he insect study is the oat growth of 0 bserving the destruo-
tion of leaves by pests. ~he ohildren compete with each other 
in bagging, listing andtudying the life history of destruo-
tive ins~otS. lelpful insects are also studied. 
In thG bi~d study their usefulness as destroyers of inseots 
reoeives emph.s.sis. Attention is oallnd to the struoture and 
oharacteristios of different birds. Bird houses are built, 
feeding $t at ions est ablished, and nest ing habit s observed as 
far as the season allows. Birds of remote re~ions are studied 
through colored slides and pictures. 
The animal study is confined to those that inhabit trees. 
In oonclusion this unit emphasizes t.he eoonomio relat ion of 
trees, birds and animHls to the ohild. Coal, oil, leat her, 
sugar, and cotton are s~ll.dieEi from oharts. Lantern slides 
Show what means the govern~ent is taking for the conservation 
of t he several items ment ioned above. 
The unit oertainly is very praotical. rhereis nothing 
bookish about it. The child learns by doing. Very likely the 
looation of the school is on the outskirts of the town, and 
furnishes easy access to the required material • 
. ,----_________________________ ---1 
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Summary. 
This chapter ~eals with the interest in science taken by 
people in a:l walks of life. To get definite information on 
thiS peint various investigations have been made. Dr. Downing 
showed that the child's greatest interest is anim~lls. Boys 
concent rat e more on observat ions about pl~;mt s, whi 1e .girls 
are more interested in physical phenomena. 
Hanor A. 71ebb found that the emphasis given by different 
textbooks to science topics is about equally uivided among 
astronomy, physiology and miscellaneous sllbjects. 
Present duy m~gazines according to ;iles M. Ruch and A. H. 
Searles stress in rotation biology, physics, chemistry, physi-
ology, physiography, textiles, astronomy, food, meteorology, 
household animals and agriculture. 
D. F. Curtis believes that p~ysical and biological science 
receive the greatest attention; while L. Thomas Hopkins claims 
that discuss.ion of chemical mat erial predominat es. 
As to tea~hing procedure in general science, a modification 
of the unit plan seems to be in favor in the more progressive 
cities throughout the United States. 
LI ________________ ~ 
.~, 
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Chapter III. 
The Aims of General Science. 
rha first step in currioulum construction is to determine 
the objectives in education. The objectives are determined 
upon by individuals, or groups contemplating to enter on some 
worthy enterprise. Before setting up objectives, there_ must be 
a clear definition or understanding as to what education is. 
L. Thomas Hopkins lists sixty of them by as many different 
authors. All of these, according to the same author, fall in-
to four groups: Culture, discipline, growth or aujustment, 
preparat ion. (27: 50-4) T he authors of the "Seven Cardinal 
?rinciples of Seoondary Education" very likely had this in 
mind when they established them. (15:11-16) 
To function efficiently any body must have health. Since 
this is self-evident, health is naturally set down as the first 
objective. 
The three RI s, or fundamentals are necessary tools in life' 
affairs, therefore, the command of fundamental processes is 
imperative. HIore must be added to the three Rls. __ iterature, 
social Rtudies, instruction in household arts, etc, pr~pare 
for worthy home membership. Vocational education e~uips the 
individual to make a livelyhood. In so cOing he becomes in-
terested in the welfare of the commanity, attains a sense of 
righteousness and co-operation as a citizen. To enjoy mUSic, 
art, literature, sports, one must be instructed in worthy use 
L.------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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of leisure. A wi;::;e seleot ion of the cont ent and method of in-
struction. the sooial oontaot with one another makes for ethi-
cal charaot er. From t he above the reader will easily det ect 
the seven oardinal prinoiples which for greater emphasis are 
here set down in rotation:: 
1 [ealth • • 
2. command of fundamental processes. 
3.i:orthy home -membership. 
4. \':ocat ion. 
5. Citizenship. 
6. ~orthy use of leisure. 
7. Ethioal chhract er. 
To what ext ent can deneral soienGe assist in following 
the objeotives of education~ 
rhe first thing we do when seriously ill is to call a doc-
tor. lie diagnoses our case and helps UA out of the difficulty. 
It is of greater importanoe to keep well and healthy. General 
soience t eaohes 'LS to combat disease by killing off the patho-
genio germs, instruots us in the principles of personal hy-
giene, food inspeotion and proteotion, oare of the siok and 
wounded. For gaining this knowledge we make use of the funda-
mentals acquired in our early school life. 
General science, biology, physiology, P/-,ysios ~.nd ohemist ry 
all come into plEl-y in t!le organization and upkeep of the home. 
'he pupil studies the location of the ho~e. its proper sur-
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roundings, minor repairs of the heating. plumbing, eleotrioal 
Syste~s. and ventilation. Soienoe also shows how inventions 
have inoreased the oomforts of the modern home. (16:12-l5) 
Jeneral soienoe gives the pupil an intelligent understand-
ing of t he world's work, of oause and effeot, and direot shim 
in the'eleotion of avooation. .de studies the elementary prin 
ciples of applied eleotrioity. ohe~istry.of the household, 
care of the interior of the home whioh wil~ open a possibili-
ty of a vooation. 
In a demooracy we need leaders sCientifioallytrained. 
General sc1enoe teaohes respeot for men and women who have de-
voted their lives to disoover truths, make inventions to im-
prove the human welfare. 
There is praotioally no limit in the study of gener&l sci-
ence in affording a worthy use of leisure time .rhe frinciple 
of photography, the struoture of the oamera. and its use af-
ford unlimited pleasure for youth. All. nature. ~he seashore, 
the mount ains, the immediat e surroundings furni sh abundant ma-
terial for employing leasure time. Trips to industrial plants, 
to museums, the planatarium afford sources of enjoyment. 
General science lends itself readily to training in ohar-
aoter and oitizenship. The exeoution of an experiment requir-. 
es exaotness, skillful manipulation, judgment and refleotive 
thinking, anyone of whioh may carryover into life. rhat 
miscalculation, poor judgment. faulty workmanship often OBuse 
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losses runLing into millions of~ollars is clearly illustrated 
in the building of the Embassador Bridge. that links Detroit 
to the border cities of Canada. Wire cables three feet in di-
ameter made of twisted strands were to span the distance be-
tween the shores. One of the cables hed already been anchored 
at the cost of two and one half million dollars. when one of 
the inspecting engineers said "The wire's got to come down. 
every strand of it". lie had noticed minute cracks in the 
bright metal. Individual strands had snappd under the strain. 
If the catastrophy of the st. Lawrence Bridge was not to be re-
feated ,Jther cables had to be~ used. He had contended all along 
that strands of wire laid parallel alongside each other and 
spun over with another coeting of wire. as one twists a rubber 
band about a dozen pencils, woud stand any strain within rea-
son. ~he success of the undertaking proved him right. Byes-
tablishing a conception of truth and confidence in the laws of 
cease and effect general science assist s in developing ethical 
character. (44:25) 
A course in general science should ,cifford Cl11t are. 1'he pu-
pil should be brought into contact with the .most com~on phenom-
ena of his environment. The understanding gained need not ne-
aessarily be exhaustive. It should comprise factors in life 
aontributing to health and safety •. :vor instance. he would not 
be rellllired to go into the Chemistry of food, or the patholog-
iC<.l study of germs but should huve in'orm~,t ion enough to safe-
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guard his health and comfort. Likewise, ~~he progress of man-
kind in partially gaining control of nature should be reveal-
ed to him. rhe elementary information gained may be very in-
oomplete but it can serve as basis for later detailed and ac-
ourate knowledge. It would satisfy actua~ social needs, as 
mentioned above, and make the pupil more oomfortable to par-
tioipate in the solution of problems in the immediate surround 
.ings. 
General science also produces growth and adjustment. -rhe 
pupil is usually interested in understanding phenomena whioh 
oontinually confront him. If he is physioally fit and mentall 
sound, he is an animated interrogation point. He may be trai 
ad to see more in his back yard thi;n another sees who travels· 
aroun~ the world. 
~he development of industry calls for oonsiderable adjust-
ment .1he most important unit of a modern industria':' plant is 
the laboratory of scientific research. The best paid men are 
no longer the ones who know it all, but the ones who are will-
ing to improve our present methods by diligent scientifio re-
search. (31: gOg) 
Preparation and laying the foundation for later study of 
special sciences is another function of general science. We 
I!'I 
realize that we can not justify a subject only beoause it pre-
pares fur other subjects unless we can prove that these sub-
jects are of value. ''':e can certainly do this for the special 
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sciences. _:reparat ion in general science has developed such 
men as C.R. Sweeney of Iowa state. College who,is converting 
some of the 150 million tons of discarded cornstalks into 
boards nearly an inch thick, capable of being sawed and nailed 
like wood lumber. He is using the same material to make pa-
per, smokeless powder, rayon, rubber, 8weetenipg materials 
three hundred times as sweet as sugar. straw and straw mater-
ials yield rica paper, ascetic aCid, oxolic acid and tar. 
( 20: 19-21) 
Charles F. Ash of dan Francisco has succeeded in turning 
waste pineapple muterial into pineap~le syrup, sugar, citric 
acid, and industrial alcohol. rhe above quoted men could hard-
ly have been intelligently guided in their choice of scient if-
ic research unless general science had first revealed to them 
the po."3sibilities of their aptitudes and capabilities. 
( 20: 19-21 ) 
Summary. 
~he construction of a curriculamincludes a knowledge of 
~h9 objectives of education which are culture, discipline, 
growth or adjustment. 'rhe "~even";ardinal .?rinciples of Se-
condary Education", cited on page 24 are an expansion of the 
ahove. 
Ganeral s~ie&ce_follows these objectives by streSSing the 
hygiene of the human body, guiding the pupil is studying bi-
~, _O_l_O_g_y_,_P_h_Y_S_i_O_l_O_g_Y_,_P_h_Y_S_i_c_S_B_n_d_c_h_e_m_i_s_t_r_y_U_S_9_d_i_n_t_h_e_u_p_k_e_e_p_-J 
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of the home. It gives him an understanding of the world's 
we,ri, aids him in SE: lect ing a vocst ion, aC'iuaint S him with the 
lives and accompl.ishments of leading scientists, indllcing em-
ulation. 
Experiment s in general science which call int 0 act ion the 
vL,riou8 faculties of thE: mind and motor skills mold the char-
acter of the future citizen. 
~eneral science affGrds culture in meking the pupil com-
letent in participating in the solution of every day problems. 
It produces greatness and adjustment byt raining in observa-
tion, and it lays the foundation for study of the spacial 
sciences. 
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Chapt er IV. 
11he "eaching Procedll.re and its Relation 
to 
Curriculum-Construction. 
We h&ve so fur familiarized oursleves with the approach in 
ourriculum constraction, determining the objectives, Bnd how 
~enerRl science can assist in following these objectives in 
c 
eduoat ion. '7e must noVi consider how t 0 imp~:.rt the knowledge 
neoessary to &ttain the objectives. To do so a method is S~­
leoted. A method is nothin6 more but a way of cloin~ things. 
The child has a way of ocoupying himself by play. The carpen-
ter has a way of building a house. ~he street cleaner has a 
way of disposing of dirt. 
"he general soieiJce ourriculum was oonstructed on the ba-
sis of the unit plan. "'ne of the best methods of attaining 
the aims set up for general Bcience is the so-called soience 
type of instruction. (33:89) 
In the soience type the objectives are adaptations Whioh 
form an understanding of the f:rinclples of oause and effect. 
The learHing method oalls for reflective thinking and rational 
ization. the outoome is an intelligent attitude toward the 
environment. Wherever understanding and rationalization is re-
quired the science type of teaching is most effeotive. This 
does not mean that if this method is chosen the teacher may 
start the maohinery agoing, ~'it oomplacently at the desk, bnd 
everything and everybody will be happy ever after. Suooess 
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81weys depends on the teacher in applying 2 fund of knowledge 
to the solation of any teaching problem. rhe teacher's per-
sonality, vigor, bnd control technique will always be the 
prime factor in sucoess. It is the teaoher's job to piok the 
essential facts, the materials necessary to develop oertain 
att itude~~ and Skills, and the detldls required for illustra-
tion. These must be focused on the unit, upon studying the 
induvidua,l mind in order to develop proper study habits in the 
pupil. 
In teeching any unit one must ascertain the past experj-
ence of the pupil in relat ion to the new unit. This experi-
ence connected with the new unit forms the basis of motivation 
to arouse curiosity in the pupil. Problem oases of the blase 
and indifferent kind, of, course, require st reneous remedial 
effort s. 
~he first step in the scienoe type of teaching is one of 
exploration. Its purpose.is economy by determining the apper-
ceptive mass of the pupil and orienting both pupil and teach-
er. ~he exploration begins with a series of preliminary exer-
cises either oral or written. rhe writer prefers the latter 
because the individual deficiencies can be more definitely di-
agnosed. ~he exercises have a fourfold purpose: 1. They es-
tablish a basis of recall of previous experiences of knowledge 
which mGY be of value in the study of the unit. 2. 'Phey empha-
size the points which give the pupil the greatest difficulty 
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require direct teachiLg. 3. They enable the teacher to pi 
out the poo~ly equipped. 4. They stimulate interest in the 
unit • ~he writ er has found the complet ion test, or the best 
answer test the ~ost applicable. There is a danger of the 
writt en t est becoming too formali at ic, while t he oral tot ally 
lacks the element of precesion. In checking over the results 
one will find the class divided into three groups. :30me have 
no preparation, others have a fair background, and in rare 
cases there will be a few individuals who may be excused. ~he 
writ er has so far not found any of the last type in his teach 
~. . 8xl'erience. 
~he second step in the science type of teaching is 
sentation. rhere must be a definite break between the explora-
tion and the presentation. In this period the teacher gives 
8 preview of the unit. One can not put too much care in the 
preparbtion of this phase. rhe more clear cut lond precise the 
preview, the better the progress in the study of the unit. 
The preview is a skeleton of the unit in which the sa:aent 
points are em9hasized. It serves to gllide the pupil in his 
studies; it raises questions in the pupil's mind and motivates 
him. 
In a two week's unit the presentation should not occupy 
more than 10-15 minutes. While the teacher is t a1king there 
must be no interruption on part of the pupils. They are to 
list en, Bnd 1at er reproduce the lect ure in writ ing. 'Ni th be-
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ginners it is best to put an outline on the board, ask ~ues-
t ions on the import ant point s, or have a pupil repeat part s of 
the story before the writing is done. Once the writing has b 
CUn there are no more questions answered. This is memory 
trainirlg. The written papers must be in good English, good 
form and legible handwriting. With an intelligent ninth grade 
one may try outlining. In'the lower grades this procedure has 
not been found satisfactory. 
~he following may serve as an illustration of a preview on 
the unit "Our Earth in the Universe". The earth is small com-
pared with other heavenly bodies in the univorse. The st ars 
are suns. On a clear night one may see two thousand stars 
with the naked eye. ~any are so far away that they Cbn be se 
;1:: only with the telescope. Among these starr, one may see patch-
~ 
es which look like wheels without rims. These are nebula. 
-\. . 
,. ?~ ~he st ars appear so small beOs,11se t hey are so far FJWB"Y. 
Many a.re larger than the sun whicr~ is 886,540 miles in diame-
It is only a medium sized star ninety million miles a-
way. 
"here are several bodies, not stars, near the sun.rhese 
are ca::_led planet s. They move ver;.;," rapidly, and get their 
." light :~'rom the Bun. All planet s revolve around the sun. 
Each planet has its own orbit. Our earth is the third 
f"rom the sun and the fifth in size. It spins on its axis 
once in twenty four hours; this motion is called rotation. 
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It revolves once around the sun in three hundred and sixty 
five days; this is called revolution. The earth interests us 
most beca.use we live on it. It is our home. 
2Jear the earth is a body about one third of the earth's 
diameter. It is the moon. The other planet8 also have moons. 
Between the four larger and the four smaller planets are sev-
eral hundred planet s called planet oids. T.he sun, planet s. 
moons, ,planetoids constitute the solar system. 
Some night you see shooting stars or meteors. They are 
small parts of stars '"hich have fallen away. When they come 
within the sphere of the earth's atmosphere they become lumi-
nous through friction. A few fall to the earth. 
Once in 8 great while we see luminous bodies,~ith heads 
millions of miles in diameter followed by a fiery trail ex-
tending clear across the sky hurrying thl10ugh the universe. 
They Bre comets. 
All of these heavenly bodies are part of the universe. In 
this unit we are going to stu.dy the solar system and its rela-
tion to the universe. 
A good present at ion makes the most exact ine. demands on the 
teacher's personality, requires a great deal of exertion and 
complete mastery of the unit, effective group control to fol-
low the minas of 'he members of the class in order to sense 
whether "they are taking it in". 
The third step is assimilation. It is the period in which 
,. 
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tb3 pupils are developed int 0 student s. ;1he major object i Te 
inoludes "ability to form independent juligment ''( 33: 257) 
There should be a motive , the needed tools of study, espe-
.oi611y ref;ding ability and aocessible materis.1 present. Each 
desk in the general scienoe room should be sup! lied with at 
least ten t 0 twelve di fferent science textbooks. l'he labora-
tory equipment for experiments should be within reach. To stu-
dy effectively the pupil should be supplied with a work sheet. 
UlJon this feature the writer intends to' canter the greatest 
8mount of effcrt in the present thesis. 
ehe Chioago Board of Eduoation requires that two units of 
soience be taught per grade in a semester. Here is where a 
large number of scienoe teaohers enoounter the greatest dif-
fioulties. Many tesohers had the subjeot &ssigned to them 
and have not hed an:r t.ra.1,ning in teaching scienoe. It is the 
purpose of the writer to present work sheets for the several 
units per grade so that a novioe may take them to any olass, 
and with a minimum of effort and expenditure of time mf;ke a 
success of teaching the subjeot. 
~he sheet is headed with the name of the unit, in 7B for 
instance: "Our ;;'ood Supply". This unit is broken up into six 
problems: 
1. Whs.t are the importan~ souroes of our food? 
2. How do we prepare our food? 
3. What are the different purposes for which the food is 
,"----------------------, 
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used in our body? 
4. What are the important classes of foods? 
5. ',Vhy is it necessary to have a well-balanced diet? 
6. How should we take care of our food" 
Each one of these problems is sUPl)lemented with five to 
ten questions. The answers to the 'luestions the pupil must 
dig out of the textbooks on the desk. References are listed 
as to page and volume. In addition the sheet contains exer-
cipes for necessary practice, experiments illustrating princi-
ples, and diagrams clarifying understanding. The questions 
are listed in such a sequence that the pupil is able to pre-
sent a coherant oral discourse at the conclusion of the prob-
lem. For beginners the specific page and textbook reference 
should be given at the end of each question until the working 
technique has become habituated. 
Ideally the answers to the questions should be in writing, 
practically, on account of the large class membership this is 
not always possible. On the remaining questions notes should 
be taken and later used for oral discussion. 
The assimilation is the busiest time for the teacher. To 
make this phase of the unit plan effective the pupils have to 
be taught how to study which for beginners includes prompt 
attaCk, keeping the question in mind, the use of the index, 
looking for black letter headings, the main thought of the 
sentence, evaluating the essential facts, etc. Drill in 
~ 
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st udy habits must be oont inusl to inouloat e the scient ifio at-
titude in the solution of problems. Care must be taken not to 
give too muoh assitanoe. Pupils are ever ready to either 
oopy verbatim, or olaim that the enswer can not be found in 
the referenoe given. Instead of keeping the question in mind 
they will look at the picture on the particular page. 'l'he 
science department should co-operate with the English de~art-
-
ment in insisting on neat papers, observation of constants, 
spelling Hnd handwriting. Slovenly habits are easily acquir-
ed in the assimilation period. Sometimes the entire olass 
must be interrupted to clear up some difficult pOint by direot 
teaching. 
Experiments and exeroi2es are also worked out in this 
period. It is best for the teacher to demonstrate first, care-
fully developing the prinoiple involved. There are usually 
only one or two in a olass of 48 who can do this independently, 
while the rest will mechenieally go through the manipulations 
with()ut being conscious of their significanoe. 
Since most olasses in general soienoe alternate with the 
art department a good deal of review work in necessary. In 
the two or three days intervening pupils frequently forget 
what has been taught. 
~he assimilation for one problem in science usually takes 
about one week, while the entire unit, aooording to the Chioa-
" i go plan, should be complet ed in ii ve. Sinoe only ten weeks 
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are allowed per semester for classes ~ttending five periods 
per week, the grade work, two units, must be completed 1I'.'ithin 
this time limit. The alternating classes have the entire se-
mester at their disposal. The science classrooms in the Chi-
oago schools ere usually equipped with numerous drawers for 
st orage purposes. 1'ne not ebooks are gathered B,t the end of 
each period and filed to forestall alibis. 
~he bulk of the class veries very little in its progress 
during as:3imilation. 1'hoae who finish earlier are assigned 
extra projects of their preference and given extra credit. 
;'l ne problem cases make the great est demand on the teacher's 
vitality and resourcefulness. Various tests during the assim-
ilstion will ,,,how up the progress and deficiencies. It is in 
. i 
this .iJeriod where the pupil is tested as to whether he has mas 
tered the adaptation or not. Between the group work as a 
whole, those who finish earlier, the artists in stalling, and 
watching the experiments the teacher consumates a very busy 
period. 
~he fourth step in the unit plan is the organization. This 
is not a test, but a part of the learning process, a metter of 
growth and performance. All the notebooks are laid aside and 
the pupils prepare a topical or statement outline of the unit. 
With the seventh grade it is best to {.ave some one pupil at 
the board writing while the rest of the class supplies con-
tributions toward the formation of topioal sentenoes. The two 
[--------------------, 
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npper grades shou_ .. be abla to do justice at tneir own initia-
tive. ~o step in the school cureer will accomplish more in 
t!1e direction of conposi"tion trainL'lg than the orgLni.~ati()n 
of science topics. 
~hA fifth and last step in the unit plan is the recita-
tlon.')ertod. "his period is the reverse of the presentb-tion. 
!he class and teacher are now sitting in 8S an audie&ce. The 
pupi'- has :llC1St er'3d the un:t and is now ready in coherent, con-
tinued discol1rse to present it to the class. "!'he recitation 
wi 11 by no me.)ns be l?erfec~. ~he liUpi 1 hbs to be rna,IA con-
SCiOI1S of the fElct that he is to keep four or five points in 
mind ,'nJ think 8bou~ them while he 1s s~eaking. ~he floor 
tiiL.R train thA pupil to stand on his feAt, fact~ the rm.c1ience 
or class dn(l speak conv~Lcin~ly. 1'hose who have no opportuni-
ty to talk may be relu8sted to turn in a written veper. The 
best re~mlts are obtained by having them written in letter 
for in. 
3ui1mary. 
nhA teaching ~f science re4uirea & method, or W6Y of do-
ing things. rhe science type of te"chi~g has been found most 
effective for ':his subject. Ccr~ain "efintte, dovetailing 
s~eps mnst be observed to ma.;:;,e this method a success. 
r~e first s~ep, or exp:oration serves as 8 basis of re-
call, emphasizes the definite points of the unit. locates 
t he ;~oorly eiu1.p:._ed, Gnu st imulat as int erest • 
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:' ne second st ep, or pr·';:;ent at ion re(laire;-; the 6reat est 
skj:l of ~h(l te cher in control technitJ.ue. use of languai;,E', 
c.'.eE,Y. conoise rendition, &nC~ compLete ma;~tery of the unit. 
"he third. step, or assimilation dev',lops pupils into 
stu(h:nt s. The pupil is COfTIgelled to form inde~ ~ndent jud.gment. 
This i ' the period to teach hew to stu6y, dril in expression, 
aId l~.mguc;g·e usage.!~ariol1S tests should be giver} in thif, pe-
riod to see if the adapt at ion has been mast ared. 
In the fourth p~rioQ t'he ~;)Upil org_:.ai zes the mat erial 
as~i'llilat ed _.reviously wibhout the use of not es or books. 
'fIhe otltli::le of the UJlit presented by the pupil will show, if 
he has ::;rasped t lF sub ject • 
In tne last period the lupil ~resentR the organized 
mbterif.tl ;,,8 floor ta::"h. to the class end teacher sitting in 
as an auclience. 
• 1 
':t .... 
Chapt er V. 
Buildin~ the General 0cience Curr1culum. 
Those who have not made study of the const rllct ion of curri-
oulum may be somr;what hazy as to the meaning 0 f the term. 
"rhe curriculum is an orgunization of subject mfl,tter." (36:210) 
It must fulfill certain objectives. rhe subject matter must 
be so arrbnged that it will be conducive to effective learning, 
inculcate skills, attitudes, appreciations, and establish hab-
it s which wil~ insure mental growth. Individual di fferences 
and pupil needs must be considered. Its value is gauged by 
the tNlnner in which it will enable the pupil through aC'luisi-
tion of knowledge to live life most effective:y. 
:he scope of the task in constructing a curriculum makes it 
apparent that a wide range of knowlec1,-e, clear thin~ingt and 
otreful analysis will be required. 
A- St aff Organ i zat i on for Currioul urn Const ruct ion. 
~he work may be done either by educational experts or by 
committees of teachers and administrLtors. ":Ihe experts are 
usually found in the ranks of the university faculties. In a 
skilled, scient ific manner the experts det ermine the objec-
tives which form the basia of school activities. The psycholo~ 
gist 8 refine the laws re~ardinb tne nature of the pupil as re-
lated to school life. The school administrators study the 
teacher e'luipment aud condit ions of the communit y which effect 
educat ion. 
~~------------------------------~ 
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'0 be a real con+;ribution the curriculum ought to be a com-
posite effort of the three. ~he first selection of content ma-
terial and school activities should be made by those who are 
specially adept in ascertaining the fundament al needs of socie-
ty.Shen selecting suitable material, the psychologist should 
apply his knowledge of child life. The a(ministrator should 
organize the content for the mOc5t effective learning. At the 
conclusion of this round robin affair, the three experts ShOllld 
meet a~ain tonake such revision as may be desirable. 
-~he l;at ional Educat ion Associat ion advocat es mut ual part ic1-
pat ion of specialists, officials, and school personn~l in cur-
riculum making. (34:109-124) Writers of recent publications 
on .etlucation seem to be of the same opinion. Some claim that 
8. eoo(i curri.culum organization should envolve all members of 
the educations: staff. (27:2~2) It certainly would produce 
better re~)Ults. If the total ideas of the entire corps are e-
valuated the resu.lt must be superior to the produ.ct of few in-
dividual minds. Including the entire corps also makes the in-
stallation of the curriculum eesier. The ljeacher who knows .the 
course of s':udy and has had a hand in making it will, as a mat-
t er of J)ride, want to see it put o.ver slccessfally. \vhi le par;';' 
ticipating 1n the construction of the curriculum re~uires a 
lot of ext ra work, t he task wi 11 c ert ainly braadelJ one's int el-
lect ual hori zon. 
If the entire orgEL,ization i3 put to work, just how is this 
to be done? The entire personnel would be divided 
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int 0 groups. Individuals entering into consideration are the 
Sllperintendent, curriculum director, principal, teachers, su-
oervisors, subject matter specialists, curriculum speoialists. 
" 
Each of thp above has a cer+,ain duty to perform. (27; 206-18) 
The 3uperint endent init iat es the program, appoint s the 
curricll.lum direotor, lays down the lines to be followed, con-
tact s r;ith the educat ional st aff, and keeps the Board of Educa-
tion sold. 
~he curriculum director aids the superin~endent in setting 
up principles of org~nization; sees that the organization is 
in harmony with these principles, selects the personnel, makes 
recommendations regarding changes from time to time. RegHrd-
ing the eduoational staff he has to eduoate its mambers, ad-
vise administrative 1lI0m:':'littee-s. He must edacate the teachers 
in a knowled~e of the curricuJ_ um program, t rain the produot ion 
oommittees, advise theT'1, assist the teachers in installing the 
oourse. If t.hel"9 is any rese,jrch comnittee he must keep them 
suppliea. with avei lable research mat erial, indicat e what kind 0 
research ought to be done, and measure reslllts of the new 
course aft er it has been installed. He must also keep the pub-
lic.infor~ed from time to time regarding the progress made. 
The prinoipal may serve on administrative committees, ad-
vi~e them if re..J.uested, fllrnish the schools with information 
regarQing the execut ion of the program, suppl~T subst itutes 
Where teachers have been released to do curricular work, in-
stall the course and do research work. 
1'he supervisor does the same as the last two but act s most-
1y in an advisory capacity only. 
1'he subject matter specialist assists in setting up aims, 
Suggests content that will function with specific ai~s, ob-
jectives; passes on the soundness of mat erial, it s accuracy, 
passes on methods of instruction, and lends prestige to the 
program. 
rhe curriculum specialist has practically the same duties 
e," the cur:riculum director. 
While the above plan may look highly efficient, it haa its 
defects. They are: ~here is a failure to determine the aims. 
The machinery is overlouded. Responsibility is not centered 
enollgh. It is difficult to locst e the right person for the 
right place. There are too many co~mittees, and too much time 
1s wasted. Work of nne committee is reviewed too much by an-
other. 1'00 much work is crowded into a short period of time. 
A modification of the above plan was adopted by the Chi-
cago Board of EdUcation in 1927. A central committee consist-
ing of the superintendent, district superintendents, and the 
president of the Normal College formulated the plan and se-
lected the personnel. A reviewing committee of superintendent 
studied the drafts, and, a~ter careful revision, passed on 
their fitness. Subject matter committees whose membership 
was compo,tled of elementary, junior high, Hnd senior high 
,----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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school teachers were formed for all the different subject s. 
The subject committees with an e~ectedt or appointed chairman 
e~ch worked out their special problems. If difficulties were 
enCOil.lltered. the specialist was called in. The three grollps 
working together avoided placing too much emphasis on anyone 
phase of the cnrriclllum st ruct lIre. .i~Unor det ails were assign-
ed t 0 individual members of the groupil. }he fruit s of labor 
done were diSCllssed in following meet ings. slt erat ions or cor-
rections made before the final draft was accepted. 
To the subject committee fell the task of formulating the 
objec~ives. It was found a foolish waste of time to try to 
formulate new objectives. The best that could be done in the 
short space of time was to improve on the existing ones. Af-
teer '·"mch wast e of time it was agreed to accept "The Seven Car-
dinals" as s. whole and formula.t e specific object i ves for each 
individual unit. 
~o establish the unit textbooks found in th0 bibliography 
of this thesis were examined. The topiCS occuring most fre-
quently were chosen to be placed in the curriculum. The in-
divid\ll:il members worked out the anits for each grade. 
~he breaking up of the unit.s into problems was left to the 
individual classroom teacher. Many find this taSk exceeding-
ly difficult. Those who h~ve any jifficulty will find the 
units broken up in the last chapter of this thesis. 
rr~---------, 
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B-Criteria Used in Curriculum Construction in General Scienc 
In const ruct ing any kind of a curriculum cert ain crit eria 
roast be observed. The first criterion involves the convention-
al value of the subjeot. General scienoe founel it self in the 
same predioament as a new arrival in an established oommunity. 
He has to ju~"':,tify his worth, and win the confidence of the old 
settlers. General science had to compete with subjeo~s which 
had always held first rank sinoe the beginning of the eduoa-
t 10pal hi st ory of our coun'"; ry. It oould not make any claim 
to priority, but throagh neoessity it could olaim a plaoe in 
the currioulum on an equbl footing with other subjects •. 
This is an age of machinery, efficienoy and scientifio re-
search.rhe future citizen will be handicapped to a certs.in 
extent without fundamental knowledge of science. New inven-
t ions~ due to researoh, are accumulating so rapidly that even 
the scien+; ifio expert van not rest on his oars, oont ent that 
he is mast er of the field. In fact he can not keep up with 
the ga~e by drawing on all the energy at his oo~~nd. What 
is new today is obsolete tomorrow. 
rie second oriterion to be considered is the cultural value. 
Here scienoe 08n compete w:th any other subjeot. One of the 
new arrivals in the field of science is radio. Only a few 
yearc ago there were no homes with radio receivers. Today 
more ~han ten million are supplied with them. Radio has 
broll.6ht more real enjoyment to mor,e people in less time and at 
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less C08t than bny other thing in our history. It is one of 
the best means of communicat ion. Vast oceans, inaccessable 
~ountains, frozen areas of the poles, dank, dismal swamps, 
torrid deserts, depths of the earth are no obstacle to radio. 
Shou:.U. an unusual calamity occur anywhere, requiring immediate 
help, rbdio stands by until the "S 0 S" rings throughout the 
world. corty million people can sit complacently in their 
homes and listen to President :ioover, MacDonald, Hindenburg, 
OT an Australian lecturer. Music&l programs have proved so 
at imulat ing t hat m(~ny commercial ent erprises have inst alled 
radio to incre&se production among the workers. Its educa-
tionbl value Cbn not be estimated. It surely assists in se-
curing the recognition of a plbce in the curriculum for gen-
sral sc:ience. 
~he third criterion the curriculum maker must consider is 
the preparatory value of a subject. The vulue of general sci-
ence in this respect consists in imparting knowledge of the 
laws Hnd machinerJ which can be put into effective use. It 
is an aid to higher education since it trainein the scientif-
ic solut ion 0 f problems. rhe fundamentt.l basi s received in 
the junior high school will make the more intensive work in 
the senior hi~h school easier. ~ost students, leaving s~hool, 
will be employees rather than employers. rhe latter demand 
neatness, accuracy, faithflllness, sustained ap;;lication and 
loyalty. ~he teaching of general ::cience involves all of 
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these. 
'he fourth anll fifth criteria, the f;:~actico.l and disciflin-
8ry values of general Baiance, are more obvious, and, as they 
have been disclls~-led at some length in previous chapters, it is 
only necessary to casualiy mention them here in their se-
quence. 
C-other R1act ors of Irnmediat e Concern. 
Several other factors also enter tnto the construction of 
a modern ~eneral science curriculum. One of these is trle re-
statement and re-evaluation of general and specific objec-
tives. This was done by the committee mentioned above. Af-
ter search and discussion, it was found I;nat traditional and 
formal discipline were to be considered secondary. rhe needs 
of ~odern covili~ation were summarized and interpreted at 
varying pupil age levels. Some of the general aims were 
fOIl.nd common to all units. The specific aims deal with char-
acteristics of each individual unit. Since the writer was a 
member of the cLlrriculum cOID.r:1ittee, the e;eneral and specific 
objectives agreed upon by that body will be used in working 
out the units in a succeeding chapter. 
~he second factor to be considered was the re-organization 
of t~e 8-4 plan in Chicago. General science now begins with 
the first grade and continues as nature study up to the sixth 
grade. In ;srades 7-9 it serves for the purposes of exploration 
and vupi 1 adjll.stmel1t. In spit e of all t he effort put int 0 
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thiS work. res.l curricl11um const ract ion ha s not yet been ac-
oomplished on account of the pheflomius1 growth of the junior 
high schoo::'· 
... third factor in curriculum making is the adaptation of 
the subject matter to the capacity of different groups. 'rhe 
oommitt ee made the provision for this feat are by incor porat-
ing minimum, average, and maximllm requirements. The present 
supervisor of general science disregarl.leJ. two of these group 
requirement s and emphasi zed only the average. 1'he writ er has 
.. oo~plied with the wish of his superior to the extent that he 
does not ment ion minimum and maximl1m requirement s. It is left 
to the individual teacher to determine which members of a 
group can, do all or only a part of the wo!"t,:. 
flhe curriculum has been worked out as a three year course 
planned as b unit. It increases in difficulty from grade 
seven to nine. In chapter VII the curriculum of general 
science as it was finally built by the committee will be 
fOllnd. 
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Chapt er VI. 
Installing the Currioulum in the Classroom. 
rhe J:.roper installation of the currioulum in the classroom 
is of the ut~ost importence. l1he installation may either 
maj{e or brake an otherwise splendid coarse. There are sever-
al ressons why a good installat ion is import ant: 1. ':1he re-
oonstruction of a course oan not be complete until is has been 
given R fair trial in the classroom. 2. The proper installa-
tion is the only, real test of the oourse. ,(27:473-75) 
::tlny teachers find the installat ion di fficult because in tt.e 
first place they are n.ot familiar with it s content. and sec-
ond they are not experienoed in the teaching of general sci-
enee. 
~he following. classroom procedure has been tried out by the 
writer and found ~ery praotical. It applies to the soienoe 
olassrooms of the Chicago Junior ~igh Sohools. 
Each science room has seats for forty two pupils. If the 
membership is larger, chairs are plbCled in the r8ar, arollna 
the ai sles or ['1l;/ (;OL.V (=;r:..:i cr~t plaoe. 
As the new olusses come there is a med soramble for the 
most favorc .. ble loca.t ion. The fi rst comers att ain their desi re, 
and the re st h&ve tot ake the leavings. "here t l:ey sit and 
"size up the teacher'! while he reCiprocates. AS soon as the 
class comes to order typed sheets with preliminary exercises 
~. are passed to each indivic.ual pupil. The pupils are told to 
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t,llSVJer theiuest ions in wri t tng • While they are at ruggli Lg 
withthe exercises ,each pupil is called to the teacher's desk 
to give his name which is entered on 8 plat. rhis procedure 
occupj e s almo st the ent i ':e period. The, p{ipers are collect ed 
et the end of the period to be scrnt enized by the teacher. 
rhe next day eac,h pupil get s a fold er which the teacher has 
procured for hi~, two fasteners, and a mimeographed work sheet. 
The pupils are shown hoW to fasten the work sheets with addi-
tional blank sheet s in the folder. The folders are tlle~ closed 
Each pupil writ es hi s name in ink across t he cent er of the fol-
der with his homeroom number below it. l~ow the folders are 
gathered. rhe last pupil in the row is told to take his fol-
der, place it on the fold.er of the pupil sitting ahead of him, 
until he reaches the front desk with the back of the folder 
toward the aisle. 1'Ihe first pupil to the extreme right in the 
first seat is told to take the stacks of folders, place them 
one on top of the other, until he comes to the sixth tow. 
It will be found th&t there are three layers of folders with 
their backs to the right, and three with backs toward the 
left. 11his arrb1.gment fbcilitates distribution the next day. 
The folders are then re-distributed ~nd remain closed during 
the presentation. 
~10 questions are asked during the pre. entation. During 
this phase the pupils are to listen in or~er to be able to re-
produce what h88 been t old them i1:' writ ins. Aft er the ~resen-
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tat ion is finished very specific directions are given as to 
the h.;pearaL.ce of the paf,er concerning the heading, indenta-
tion, mhriin, l:inu blank lines after each.paragraph. 
While the pupils are writin~ the teacher passes up and 
down the aisles to inspect the work. A dozen or more will be 
fOllTIcA who ent irely disregard the inst ruct ions. To these the 
teacher will say "That's fine, bu.t since you did not follow 
directions, you will have to write it over"; then tear the 
paper in halves from top to bottom. This is a most effective 
way to make them tend to busirless. 
;~ost pupils have a fount&in pen but no ink. If one buys 
six pints of ink from The waterman Company, the firm will sup-
ply a filler which works somewhat on the principle of a chick-
en trough. Here the pupils may fill their pens at the begin-
ning of the period. ~he teacher had better charge a nominal 
sum for the ink 1'.nd the sheets to reemburse himself for the 
out lay. ~Vhen the money is paid a check is placed aft er the 
pupi l' s name on the plat. 
In the third period the class is usually ready to begin 
work on the sheets. If the class is a low I. Q,. several pu-
pils should be called upon t~ read the n&me of the unit, the 
number of the problem and the problem heading. ~he first 
~uestion is then read. 
'7ith beginners it is best to p180e the reference after each 
~uestion. rhe meaning of the letters desibnating a particu-
~-------------------------------------~ 
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lDr textbook is explbined on the 3heets in the following chap-
ter. Each reference must be thoroughly eXDlein~d. 
All the reference books are on the desk befe-re t he pupil t 
held in place by steel,booknnds. Be sure to have all of them 
replaoed at the end of the pe~iod. This is a meallS of prot ec-
tion against theft. 
After the first ... uestion has been rebd the entire clEtsS 
looks up the t:mswer in the textbook.. Insist upon complet e 
answers. It is well to spend considerable time and drill on 
thi A phase. It prevent s the pupil from copying verbat im whole 
pa~es when left to themselves. 
~ea:~hing "how to study~ the use of the inElex, black letter 
teadings, getting the thought c.f the paragraph and skimming 
has to be t aught for se ,eral minut es daring many succeeding 
periods. 
Right here is the best time to aCiuaint the pupils with the 
most common implements used in science de~onstrations. The 
choice is left to the teacher. Below are somB of the most 
com~on ones. ---------- rubber tubing 
Bunsen burner glass tdbing 
ring stand glass funnels 
Burette bnd rin.; clamps-thist le tubes 
wire gauze test tubes 
test tube holder beakers 
Sprin6 balE1nce pneuma.t 1c tank 
Erlenrleyer flask 
Florence flask 
graduate cylinder 
medicine droppers 
thermometer C and F 
rubber stopper~ one 
lind two holed. 
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'.vhile these art icles are held up some c,:ild goes to t i' e 
board &nd writes the name. After thAy are f&irly familiarized 
papers with the outlines of the implements are passed to the 
indiv idual pupil. Blank spaces are left. to writ e in the pro-
per name. ~he class is usually given ten minutes to write the 
n,.mes, after '"hieh the p~pers are exchanged and scored. Row 
1 exclwngr:s with row 4, row 2 with row 5, b.nd row 3 witt row 
6. After the fifth repetition most everyone gets a perfect 
score. Weeks I:tpart t he performance is re peat ed. 
It requires about one week to finish a problea. At the end 
of the week a completion, best answer, or multiple choice test 
is given. 
:;uch direct teachil~g Bnd review work will have to be done, 
especially if the clbsses alternate with the art department. 
~he answers to the questions are written on one side of the 
paper only. After a little practice the teacher will be able 
to check the &nswers in the supervisjon period. 
'Nhen all problems of the unit are completed, most pupils 
ougrlt to be able to get up before the class an" t;ive Et con-
tinued discourse on all the problems of the unit. Those who 
have no chance to talk should. be required to write a summary 
in 1 e t t e r form. 
10 nake sctenee instruction funet ion smoothly the beginner 
will do well to use the followin~ steps: 
1. Distribute typed sheets with preliminary exercises when 
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class for the first time. 
'iVhile the class is busy with the sheets ent er each pupil's 
name on 8 plat. 
Collect the papers at the end of the period and keep for 
diClgnosis. 
Distribute folders, fasteners, work sheets in the second 
oeriod and ;~ive definite instructions &R to use. 
~ ~ 
Allow no quest ions or int errupt ions during the present st ion 
Give specific instructions as to appearance of written pa-
cers. 
7. Charge a nominal sum for the use of ink, folders, work 
sheet s, Bnll check on plat when pai d. 
8. In third period begin work on sheets. 
9. Various reference books should be on each desk. 
10. Continue teaching how to study during mHny periods. 
11. A0linaint pupils with the most comP'lon science imiJlemer.ts. 
12. Check progress with frequent, test s. 
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Chapt er VIr. 
",he Curriculum. 
4 
ThiS chapter cOLtains the work sheets which the pupils use 
in class. Not every class will be able to complet~ all th~ 
work. It is left to the indiviuual teacher to select whatever 
can be mast ered. 
Our Water S~pply. 
General Aims. 
1. All water supplies are directly or indirectly dependent on 
rainfall, wLi Cil is st oree. in ri Ters, ponds, reservoirs, 
and la.kes. 
2. '1.ainwater, caught before it touches the earth, is ar .. im-
portant source of pure wa~er is some reeions. 
3. Gravity carries surface water downward through porous earth 
until it reaches hbrd, firmly packed material known as 
hurdpan. 
4. ~he hardpan becomes a water table whibh determines the 
depth to which wells must be sunk for permanent supply. 
5.';ater in clouds is comparE,tively pure, but when it comes 
';..\ 
in contact with the earth it takes on impurities, such as 
exoess of mineral matter, or some form of baoteria, whioh 
renders it unfit for use. 
6. c;,urfaoe water that peroolates slowly through the earth 
may become safe. 
7. Open and other wells may reoeive surfaoe water and become 
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':;eter 'v',hic:h cont&ins so.:ne im;arit ies may be trebted in tt.e 8. 
9 18ter sho~ld be trs6ted by competent &nalysists heforo it • 
is nseJ to dril:k. 
10 ~or health hnd comfort there should be hn efficient ~istri-. 
t,u.t ion of ws+' or and Jisposal of sewage in t he home C!nJ in 
the community. 
11. In ':t02t eHie2, 6S in C.hicago, W, . .tEH L::: di~tribute(l. by 
,)W119 S • 
12.~~iter !'Jurification, distribution, El1~i aisposftl of sewage, 
fire c i vi c /;ir~d endineerir ..g pro bJ. e!YlS of +. he community. 
1. C •• Clement 
2. n ... dessler 
5 • .2-B.P!eper and Beauch&mp Everyd~J __ :!c~blems in ~-3cience 
5. 3. ••• ~\itchie 
8. ':'1 ••• ";inslow 
9. ,'[-0 • ~70 Jd and 
10. 7-D. ',Vebb an~ 
11. T -.-::" • rower s.nd. 
12 .;6g- Jbgtjoner 
Carper~tier 
Didcoct 
~u.nt The dci.:l!lce ~f Com::;on rhin~s 
=.10Uel'Il E121~y 
I·:" 
~,: : 
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7B 
Our Water Supply. 
Problem 1. 
";llat are t he sonr~es of our wet er supp111. 
1. ~Dne some of the im~ortant sources of our water supply. 
"-:9 P 112. 
2. Thtit is surface wat er? TJnderground wl-Jter? A wet er table? 
P-B p 116, 118. :l-C P 157. 
3. Fror1 where do farriers Hnd rural districts tf~t tneir 'lvater 
H p~ J.56-1.54. 
4. FrO~ll where does Chicago get its water supply? P-B ~117. 
6. :low Sh0111d wella be oonstructed to furni.sh pure water? 
H-W p 66. 
RefereIloe8: 
H l)p 152-154 
VB3?p 90- 94 
.i?-B Pp 116-120 
H-W Pp 62- 66 
rlf-C Pp 155-157 
Experiments and Exercises. 
Experiment 20, P-B P 1113 
Problem 3. VBS p 8.3. 
Draw in outline Figure 99. P-B P 117. 
Problem 2. 
That are t he chief. inet rument a for brin~ing wat er 
to our homes? 
1. name the parts of a lift Inlmp. Tell how they work. YBS p 7,. 
2. Tlescribe the different kinds of force pumps. ?-B ")p 123-24. 
3. Nhy can a f rce pump throw a steady stream? P-b p 123. 
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7B. 
?roblem 2. 
(con.) 
Ho'.IIJ could you get wat er out of a bbrrel without a faucet ':' 4. 
6 DeScribe the Chicago water supply system. ?-B p 117 • • 
RefereEce.§.: 
-
Experi~ent sand E-,rerci ses. 
VBS .?p 7 • 13. 14 1. Draw four po si ti ons of a Ii ft pump. 
R~' -, ?p 67-68 Space theD so they will cover the 
p-B 2p 120-124 entire page. VBS p 7. 2~~ P 67. 
2. Draw & simple force pump. &Ld air-
dome force pump, a double action 
force pump. ITee one sheet for e~ch. 
?-B ?p 1~:2-26. 
?roblem 3. 
~ow is water controlleu in our homes? 
1. -T1f1t devices are there in your home for controlling weter<;> 
-:l_B P 127. 
2. =~c_;'11e t.hA different linds of fa:lCets."ell how they work. 
3. ~-:I:ow are lea i_irJ.g faucet s re 1J8i red? H-:'J p 71. 
4.3:0'1.' do flush ta.nks operate? H-'.7 p 102. 
5. -,'[hElt is the puryose of the trap unde-r the w;;,2h bowl? 
2-"; p 105. 
60. 
7B. 
0 .. .,' t Q 1 \. ar ,18 er .... upp y. 
?rob11m 3. 
( con. ) 
6. ','/ith the aid of a diagram explain hoVi hot water is supplied 
in yoar home. H-'V p 140. P-B P 130. 
References: Experiment. 
)-B 
.2p 127-131 Experiment 24, ?-B P 130. 
H-W p 71, 102, 103. 
VBS P 903 
H P 155 
How is wat er kept pure? 
1. Hhich i:npurities rr.ust be kept from getting into water? 
i?-B P 132. 
2. ';Vhy are cesspools and septic tanks necessary on farms and 
ill oommuni"ties where wells are used as 8. source of water 
supply? P-B 9 133. 
3. ;{ow are septic tanks constructed 9 W-C p 175. 
4. ~Iow does Chicago prevent the danger of sewage from getting 
into the drinking water? E p 153. 
n. rrow do small towns purify water and dispose of sewage? 
?-B ~p 1"';4-135. 
References: 
;-D ~ P 166-171 
EXQeri~e.p~~ and Exercises 
1. Make a water filter. H p 150. 
~eferf111Ces: 
H Pp 157-1.60 
.:>3 2p 13:>L3;5 
VBS p 100 
H-i,'{ ?p 65- 66 
T -~, fl 79 
61. 
7B. 
Our Water Supply. 
:P :'0 b le-;n 4. 
( con. ) 
ExperiiDe~t sand Exerci ses. 
2. Distil water. T-L p 79. VBS P 89. 
3. ~ake a water filter with chimney 
and sand. i-B ~ IJ5. 
4. Draw a septic tank. Tell how it 
works. }-B p 133. H-W P 105. 
.?rob1em 5. 
How is water purified, 
1. }~xpl&..in why ':vat er mus.t be purified. ?-B p 132. 
2. ';1hat are the different methods of llurifying water? VBS 102. 
3. 'ihieh method is used in Chicago? P-B p 13d. 
4. ~hich methods are uael in othe~ cities? P-B Ep 112, 116, 
L37. 
:qeferenoes: Ex~,erirnent s and Exeroises. 
._-----
:-'-B ")p 135-L38 1 • Draw a diagram of a sand, water 
H-W p 73 filter f;lant • 
H Pp 159-160 2. Do the same ','.ith a Sf1wage disposal 
';{-C 1) P 194, 196-197 plant. Use full sheet for each. 
P-B ?p 134-135. 
62. 
7B. 
Ouw I-ater ,3upp!z. 
Problem 6. 
:,'hy do cit ies oonstruot reservoirs an,~ standpipes. 
1. Why do oities usu&~ly place a standpipe or reservoir at 
the highest point? P-B p 126. 
2. How are skysorapers supplied with water in Chicdgo? 
?-B 126. 
"iteferen06S: 
~-B _)p 125-126 
',v-C pp 160-151 
Exeroises. 
~ke a drawing showing a lake, a 
pumping station, a reservoir, some 
buildings. Draw the pipes to show 
how the water flows to the building. 
VBS p 95. 
~ 
~ 
i 
~. 
63. 
7B. 
Our Food Supply. 
General Aim. 
To develop the ability to make an intelligent choice in 
the use of foods. 
Specific Aims. 
1. nur food, whether plant or animal origin, represents stored 
energy from the sun. 
2. Only green plant s can use solar energy di rect ly in mak tng 
foodn. 
r t 3. Directly or indirectly, animals depend on plants for food. 
t 
v 
~ ,. 
4. Food value is often lost by improper methods of preparation. 
i. 5. "'ood serves three main purposes in the body: 1'0 furnish 
~ 
't energy, to repair, to supply materi61. for growth. 
6. ~,1any foods are available, but for the sake of economy flnd 
health, a 'proper selection must be made which will furnish 
ccrrect a~ounts for energy, repair, F~d irowth. 
7. Excess of any type of food means extra work for the body. 
8. :he v6.lue of food may be depreciated hy improper :-'1ethods 
of preparation. 
9. :\1an's foods, in growth and after preparation, are often de-
stroyed hy organisms whiJh are enemies of mankind • 
. rhe business of producing and preparing food by industrial 
processes is one of our largest national ent~rprises. 
'he smaller anicnals and plants, especially insect s nnd 
64. 
weeds, bacteria, yeasts and molds, are organisms which 
co~tribute most fre~uently to the destruction of foods. 
;iome of t hA above orgE,niems somet imes aid mankind. 
12. "'here are fundallents.l methods which may be used to pre-
J. vent the destruction and decay of foods. 
13. -"here are methods which may be used to detect spoiled 
foods. 
14. '::40081, state, and fGder&l governments supervise the growth, 
storage, m~rketing, and preparation of foods. 
65. 
7B. 
Our Food Supply. 
Problem 1. 
:lhat are the important sources of our food,? 
1. IIame the princi pal sources 0 f Ollr food. j T13S p 180 
2. Thich are t he principal plant foods? P-B p 76. 
:3. ',\,hich animals are most commonly used for food? P-B p 76. 
4. TVhat is an element? H p 130. P-B P 99. 
5. Hame four element s fOllnd in the greHt est amoul1t s in 
plant and animal foo ds. VBS P 184. 
6 .·rl~ich are tl.J.8 most important mineral elements? 
Gi ve reason for thei r import anoe. ~TBS 1d6. 
7. Why is water of 8uch importance to us~ VBS P 186. 
References: Exercises. 
P-B ~)p 76,7 7 , 7S, 80 1. :'ist six root s, .:;ix st ems. six 
VBS Pp 180, 184-186 leaves, three blhis, fourteen 
H-71 }p 76-77 fruits, one flower, ten seeds 
':l-D ?p 529, 537. used as foods. 
T -~J P :)4 2. Exercise 4, P-B p 02. 
3. HOf"le problem T-.... p 34. 
4. Problem 1. VBe p 176. 
66. 
7B. 
t~ 
~ ~ Gur ~ood Supply. 
i~ ,-
~j k Problem 2. 
f 
f ~ How do we prepare our foodt 
~ 1. ~jst five ~ethod9 of preparing foods. ~-B P lOl. 
i' 2. '.Vhat are their advantages and dis~'dv6nt8ges? YBS p 159. 
:3. ',Vhen and why should you use cold or boi ling wat er 
in cooking meats? VBS p 161. 
4.~.'hat makes the potato me~i1y or soggy? VBS p 161. 
5.7hy is much food wasted in the average kitchen? VBS p 161. 
6. Nhat are some of the commercial methods of preparing 
foods? VBS P 161. 
References: Exercises. 
~-B )p 101-103 1. :5ake a c.:.rawing of the appearance 
H-71 P 85 of the potato before and I:dter 
~.V-D Pp 5.50-531 cookin~. 2-B p 101 
C .?p 1dD-184 2. EX~leriment 17, P-B P 101. 
M 21' 4Lo-403 3. Problems 2 and 3 vBS ?p 151-152. 
VB" .) :?p 159-162 
, 
------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
~ 
67. 
7B. 
O~r ~ood ,3upply • 
. ?roblem 3. 
':Vhat are the different purposes for which food 
is used in our body? 
l."hy do we eat food? ?-B p 87. 
2. Explain how the t emperat.lre in the body is ke pt cOLst ant • 
. ~-B p 84. 
3. ComparA t he human body with l:i machine. '\7-C p 532. 
4. How does the body grow? ?-B p 84, 85. 
5. Explain how parts of the body are worn out? ?-B p 86. 
6. ]ow do we supply the body wit h energy? ?-B p 86. 
7. Jhich is tte best food? ~-C p 548. 
References: Exercises. 
P-B lp 83-87 1. '\T/ork Problerr, 3, VBS P 176. 
;v-c 2p 532-53:? , 54d 2. _'Iake a drawing ana. lebel the typi-
',~ ?p 83-84 cal part s of a cell. ?-B p 83. 
H P 206 3. 7lork Exercises 5, 6, 7 P-B p 87. 
68. 
7B. 
Our "g'ood Supply. 
?roble~ 4. 
7:hat are the important classes of foods? 
1. :Jame six classes of foods. After the name of each tell 
in which foods it is found, fmd what purpose it serves 
in t he body. -- B P 74:. 
2. Nhat sickness is apt to result from the absenoe of 
vita~ines? VE3 P 197. 
3. Into which classes are vitsmines A, B, C, D divided~ 
VES P 188. 
4. -:,hich are the most import&nt minerals necessary for the 
upkeep of the body, und why are they important? V13S p 186. 
6 •. Vh7 should. you drink six glasses of W&t er a d,::.y? VB:: p 102 
6. ~;bme some of the condiments used in seasoning foods. C p 37 
References: Exercises. 
P-B 'p 74, 87 ~est foods for starch, sugar, fat, 
VB::) cp 133-188, 196 protein, water, minerals. Write 
7T-D Pp 524-529, 537-540 each test up separately. P-E?p 8 7 -8 
W-C ?p 534-535 ':rES Pp 177-179. 
C ?p 170-172 
M Pp 389-393 
69. 
7:5. 
Our Food Supply. 
;~roblem 5. 
,Vh;LiS it neces8nry to have a well-balanced diet <) 
1. Jpon what does a prope r diet depend t and why'? P-B p 89. 
2. ~hy is it dangerous to eat too much of one kind of food,? 
P-B ?p 90-:Jl. 
3. iVhat is a calorie? VBS p 176. 
4. "'hich foods supply heat, growth, energy. health, red 
blood,? P-B p 74. 
5. Gi va the number E,nd reason for cslories used by the follow-
ing: 
a) the ~erson doing hebvy work; 
b) the person doing light work; 
c) the child lJ-14 years old; 
d) the child 10-12 years old? ?-B p 95. 
6. ',Vhb-t is a well-be lanced diet '? P-B P 91. 
References: Exercises. 
~'l :p 79-84 1. :.1s.ke 8. booklet using l)ictures and de-
W-C ?p 538-546 script tons to show where our principal 
." ~ ?p 43- 48 foods are produced • -oj 
VB3 ?p 182-138 ~ Tell how leaves manufact are starch. .... 
?-B ~)p 79- 84 H-W P 488. 
3. ";lhat is starch made of? T-1 p 53. 
7:~ • 
7B. 
Our -"ood Supply. 
?roblem 6. 
TIow should we take care of our food~ 
1. Thich is th8 greatest ene""ly of food? ?-B P 103. 
2. ~hat CHuses decay? ?-B p 103. 
3. ~ame three kinds of organisms harmful to food. 
2-B ,::'p 102-104. 
4. l::OW are food8 spoiled during growth? c,7-D Pp 511-512. 
5. HOi',' are plants protected from insects? W-D Pp 512--513. 
6. 20w do hacteri& prove helpfu1 9 W.D p 172. 
7. ~ame five ways to keep food from spoiling? P-B Fp 106-109. 
8. ~ow do we detect spoiled foods? 
9. ;'Jhat precant ions does the gevernment take in food matters? 
P-B P 79. 
References: 
'N-C 2p 610-631 
P-:B 'lp 102-109 
W-D .?p 511-513 
!~ Fp 533-536 
ExerciEles. 
1. J ~)e Experiment 18 f ?-B p 103 for 
home project. 
2. By diagram show the course of air 
circulation in the refrigerator. 
H-W P 92. 
3. Expedment 1n W-C p 613. 'ilhat 1 s 
its practical use? 
71. 
7A. 
Xeeping ~hysically Fit. 
General Aims. 
1. ~ 0 est ablish the knowledge that health is lar _.ely due to 
correct habits of living. 
2. To develop an understanding that serious injury or io-
fectin often :'Ilay be avoided b? proper first airi. 
Specific Aims. 
1. A fundamental kno'wledge of the structure, growth, and re-
lation of the bones Bud muscles to human health, helps lis 
to understand their uses and Cfire. 
2. Correct use and development of mu~cles and tones leads 
to correct posture, neCe8S&ry for health. 
3. Idleness causes parts of the body to waste away. 
4. ""unda"len<-:;;l. knowledge of the Btructure, growth, and rela-
t ion of skin to human health, helps U3 to underst and 
it scare. 
5. ? '.8 skin desie:ned 88 an organ of prot ection, regula+; ion 
of tmperat ure, ana. el.iminat ion, must be kept clean and 
active in order that it ~ay functi0n properly. 
7A, 
Keepicg Physic~J.lly 11'it • 
.2roblem 1. 
'.1hst is the purpose of the ~~ny system? 
l.}hat is the function of the'ke1eton? 
2. dhow how the skeleton protects parts of the body. 
3. How is the total number of bones distributed? 
4. ~)escribe tht: st ructure of the cranium. 
5. '11hy is the:pina1 column composp,d of so many small bones? 
6. .j'here is the st erl1tlm? 
7. 'Yhy do ribs come in pai rs? 
8. :Iow are the bones of the arms and legs alike and differ-
ent? 
9. Jescribe the structure of the bones. Tell how they dif-
fer in adult Hn~ yo~~h. 
10. ,:h:r Hre cavaties in tllB lc,r .. E: L(;Cet~Sary? 
11. Why should the skeleton be kept in proper shape 
cl.uring early life? 
12. :,1ention four ways in which parts of the skeleton 
may be deformed. 
References: 
R part II. Pp 31-39, 41, 53-54. 
c Pp 143-146, 151, 153. 
Pp 25-27. 
7 " .? 
71.. 
t:eeping ?h~ic:all_y_~~~. 
Probelm 2. 
How do joints en~ble the body to move! 
1. ;-;h&t are joints? 
2. Which &r6 the two great cl~sses of joihtS? 
3. Give examples of movable joints. 
4. -,Thy are jOints necessary? 
5. Give .samples of ball-end-socket, hinge, gliding joints. 
~eferer~c es: 
_._--
~ .2p 31-39 
C ';:l ... p 14:-146, 153 
71 P;; 25- 27 
Problem Z. 
'[,'hat :8 t!l~ __ J>urpose of the cartj~e bnd ~igaments? 
1. -,'{l1b.t is chrt i ~ ege? 
2. How ~oes cartjlege enable the bones to grow,? 
3. How is th,,; movemellt of the joints madn easy? 
4. 'Nh6t is thr; purpose of the ligaments? 
References: 
R2p 47-48 
C P 144 
7/ P 27 
74. 
7A. 
Aeepins. Pgysic~ll~ Fi~ 
Problem'; • 
How does the l?~9:l: ~ove? 
1. 11hBt covers the skeleton? 
2. How many musoles are there? 
3. ',That is the function of the muscles? 
4. How do the muscles move the body? 
5. Hame the classes of muscles, c:nd tell how they benefit 
the body. 
o. ','ihy should muscles be exercised daily,? 
','/ Ep 19, 39 -117 
P-B Pp 140-142 
~e fe reliCS s : 
Problem 5. 
C Pp 147-150 
R Ep 5~-68 
HOW do es t he skin benefit t he body? 
1. .1.[sme the 1flyer:~ of the skin. 
7 
'- . 
rell four things the skin does. 
nOW does the skin grow? 
4. How do swe&t glands help the body? 
5. How does the skin assist the body in keeping warm? 
6. ',Vhy should the skin, especially the hands, be kept clean? 
7. How would you t reet a wound'? A fraot ure? 
d. Hon does clothiLg affect the skin? 
References: R Pp 191-206. W 2p 147-151. C fl 237. 
7A. 
:?roper Selection and Ca!e o~_..QlothiIlg. 
Greneral Air'1. 
ro develop &n unders~anding of how to select proper 
clothing and how to take care of it. 
Specific ~im~. 
1.'he fiber used in differen t kinds of cloth 8re plB.nt or 
ar~imhl origin. 
2. ~ach kind of fiber has its own peculiar structure, wbich 
~ake8 it suitable for particular purpose in clothing. 
3.rhe manuf6ctn.re of cloth from raw material is an impor-
tint industrial problem. 
4. l'here are accept ed ways for removir ... g dirt or foreitn 
matter from clothing. 
5. Dirty clothing is neither becoming nor sanitary. 
6. Certain kinds of cloth are attacked by insects. 
r 
f~ 
" 
I, 
~t, 
76. 
7A. 
Proper ,Selection and Care of Clothing • 
.2rob1em 1. 
','{hat are the sources from which we get our clot hing? 
1. ~ist the ~laces where the following are grown: 
Cotton, flax •. temp, rubber, jute, ramie, sisal. 
L 1'e1l wherFl the following come from: Wool, silk, fur, 
lsather, felt. cashmere, Blpac~. 
3. Jcsoribetheliifferent kinds of cotton, how they grow, 
Bre harvested , ~nd ~anufactured. 
4. ',1h&t is artificlsl. silk? By whatna'"'ie does it ro now,? 
5. })es:ribe the process o:f making lAather, of silken goods. 
6. How is wool obtained? 
7. ~here are eilk worms bnJ sheep raised? 
References: Exerch~es • 
71-C 2fJ 646-648 Look in old books and ~ag8-
rl-L :) •. 1-' 124, lr~g , 130, 151-152. zines for pictures of items 
VBS ~;p 338-341 ;entioned in yuestion 1 and 
?-5 .2p 173-174 2. Cut theD; out. Past e 
H ?p' 200 them tin the reverse side of 
the sheet ;rou are writing 
on • .Le.bel them. 
77. 
7A. 
:~rope!-.~election aLa Care of_DothiEg. 
Problem 2. 
',Vhat are the nses of clgthing? 
1. ~a~e the different cloth fibers and give their uses. 
20 £iame the places vlhic.Q. produce the most flax, hemp. 
the best flex. 
3. ~ive two principal reasons for webrin~ clothes. 
4. ~ow does clothing keep the body warm end cool? 
5. Why do we use close weave cloth in winter b.nd loose weave 
in summer? How could we use the hltt er in wint er and 
still keep warm? 
6. :a ve reasons for wearing di fferent . out er and under 
garment s throughout the year. 
7. state the advantage in uslng cotton, linen, wool, silk. 
8. Ramie is one of the best fibers. ~hy is it so little used. 
~eferences: Exercises. 
VES .?p 337-342 Work Experiments ~38 , 3; , 40 in 
~7 -j) ?p 151-155 P-B 1:) P 177, 179. 
~-B ..2p 172-179 
78. 
7A. 
?roper Selection and Care of Clothing. 
:?roblem 3. 
How csn we identify fibers? 
1. 'Nhat 18 the mean1nt of warp, woof, selvage? 
How do tte firdt two differ? 
2. Examine wool, silk, linen, cotton under the microscole 
aLU describe thEir appearance. 
3. '[hy do true colors show only in sunlight? 
4. How can you tell real from art i f1ciH=_ silk? 
5. 20w can you tell linen-cotton mixed goods'=' 
6. How can you tell animal from plant fibers by the 
burning test? 
References: Experiment 
~-D)p 127, 130, 135, 169, Work Experiment 41 in ?-B 
142-145. 
i-B ::'p Idl-H:i3 
. '-c p ~·d5 
Pp 182-183. 
79. 
7A. 
Proper Selection and Care of ClothinQ. 
"" 
?roblern 4. 
1. '~Vhat substance mast be removed by washing? 
2. < \'h at effect does' SOElP h~,ve on gres.se? 
3. ·'.'lhat is Em emalsion? 
4. ~ive reasons for keeping clothing clean. 
fi • ','[hat edvanteges or disadv8nt e ges have VJool, silk, 
linen, cotton when it comes to keeping the~ clean? 
6. ~>7hat kind of viat er is preferred for w8shillg? 
7. :Iow can hard wet er b,:; made soft? 
8. Why must' clothing made of wool end silk be washed 
more carefully thbn cotton and linen? 
9. iVhat are the steps necessary to washing? 
10. How do we protect our clothing against injarious insects? 
11. ',Vhy are clothes cleaned better when a funnel weBhing 
machine is used instead of a washboard? 
References: Experiment s 
YBS 2p 343, 347 Work numbers 42, 4.:>, 44 in ?-B 
',7-l) Pp 156 Pp Id4-106. 
.2-3 Pp ld4-1~8 
H Pp 201-202 
80. 
7A. 
Proper Selection find Care of Clothing. 
Problem 5. 
How are ~pots and stains removed? 
1. '.'That two things :must be known before we try to remove 
st&ins? 
2. Vhich are the three general methods of removing 
spots and stains? 
, 
3. l1 e1l ~ust vlhat uou would (10 in using e[tch one of 
the three methods • 
• 1 4. ~ell exact 1:1 how you would remove the fol: owing st ains 
t~ each of the three methods: 
Blood ink rnst coffee 
scorch grease pt,int perspiration 
fruit at ains 
Use t he same diagram as y; ou see on Pp 331-3:33 VBS. 
References: 
------
VES .?p 331-.333, ' 
P-B .2p 188-190 
W-D Pp 148-149 
345 
Exercise~ 
Por removing stains cut pieces of 
discarded cloth three inches square in 
pDirs. Stain both pieces with the 
same stuff. Try to remove the stain 
frOIlli one piece. After the s~ain is 
re~oved, mount both pieces opposite each other and l&bel ~hem 
,"before'! ('one. :'after". 
f You should have eiZh~een pieces. 
[, 
81. 
SB. 
~eather and Climate. 
General Aim. 
To develop a knowledge of the agencies that bring 
about weather and climnt e conditions. 
Specific Aims. 
'ro develop the following understandings: 
1. '::'atitude, sltitude, soil, proximity to bodies of wEtter, 
air find ocean currents affect the climate. 
2. ]&in is due to condensation of water vapor. 
3. E~B~oralion and condensation are gov8rned by temperature 
and pressure. 
4. Increase in temperature causes increase in volume of 
vsrious substances. 
5. Air pressure depends upon the weight of air. 
6. ~inds tend to blow toward the areas of low pressure and 
away from the areas of high pressure. 
7. The rotation of the earth causes deflection of the great 
air currents in the wind beJ_ts encjrcling' the earth. 
t3. By makint: and analyzing syst emat 1c observat ions allover 
the country, the U. S. ~eather Bureau is able to forecast 
the weather. 
------------------~--------------~----------------------~ 
d2. 
SB. 
':;eat l1.:"':!.~nd Cl1mat e. 
;l ro b le rn 1. 
1. ~"'hY does thp length of Cia? Er:~ nie;ht vBry t.hroue;:hout 
2. rhe ~rjgid, remperate . Ld ~ropical ZOLBR are &11 en the 
Sft:-n~ e&:rth, recf:ivinJ ':he sa:.a.e sunlight. -.'Ih;y" does 
'their clim&te differ? 
3. ',-;hbt is thl'] Jistance north or conth of the e'luatcr 
4. 30" do lnti-lude &,!ld &ltitade bffect the climate? 
D. ',1hy are not aLl mat eri 81 s e~lual1y warmed by t he sun? 
6. How do ocnan current s, wind 8, t opoert:.phy, soi 1 And 
wst ar Ciffect the climat e? 
;:L f e rf:!lC e s: EX1)eriment s 
~ 'T "1 -. 
.2p 351-354, 3d2 .~.,. .,.- p 3d:: , Air pr€f1snre .f -1..1 .v - j) 
1:- .2p 276-277 .?-B P 40, nU!'iber 6. 
t.,.. ... ., ,~'t 
'~.) Pp 121-123 P-B P 54, ntmber 9. 
1> " - ~, ::?p 26- 27 , 40-42, P-B P 56, nU::T:ber 10. 
52, 56 
d3. 
8B. 
'I e at her 8L d C 1 i ma t e • 
,1roblem 2. 
·Vhat are the causes 0: [ireci~itbtion? 
1. 'hat do we understand b:v a wet or dry climate? 
2 •. Vhat becomes c f the wet er tift er a heavy rain in sunmer? 
3. ',That ot her sources yield evaporat ion? 
" 4. ~'I11Y do your eyes and throat feel parched some d6.ys'? 
;, • That is the usual word which refers to the a!:1ou,::lt of 
water vapor in the air? 
6. Expl~dn ab::i01ute, re1stive, end indoor humid.ity. 
7. Eow are clouds formed? Describe four kinds of them? 
8. ',Vhat (io YOll understbnd. bJ condensat ion? 
9. Explain the tormat iQn of hail t sleet, snow, dew, frost. 
10. 1Vhy do some regions in tbe U. S. have more rain th~,n other 
;\eferences: Experiment s. 
W'-D i.) 367 1. Show how evapor~tion increases 
H-'V 2p E85, 2~O or decreases. ~-D p 367. 
p .~ 
.!..-c ..:p 47-51 2. ';:hat determines bow much -Jrater 
~8 ~p :i6, 66-67, 118-120 the air can hold~ W-D P 367. 
w-C Pp 456, 461-472 
--.---------------------------------------------------------,~ 
84. 
8B. 
Weat her ~~_ Climat ~ • 
.2roblen 3. 
"That are west her inst rumen~_~_L Elrid how_ do t.£ley _ work'? 
1. '(het contribution did Galileo ar.d "'orriceLli :'DElLe to 
science? 
2. ''{hat did Pascal I'jdd '? 
3. ~escribe the mercury barometer, sn ordinary barometer, 
rain gauge, 8.IlemO!"2eter. 
4. ~10W do Cent igrade e.r~d ~ahrenhei t thermo!1et er differ':> 
1ef P, renef-),:, : Exercises. 
vns l' P 0, 11., 12 Draw a C and ~ thermometer side 
::?-13 P 44-45, 58 by Side on full page. 
"l-D 
.PI' 381, 387, 390, 401 Dre.w the aneroid ba.rol'fJet ar. ~,a-
"T , ... ,. 
11- j': 2p 279-280, 290-Un bel the parts. P-B p 45 and H-~ 
P 280. 
-
r __ ----------------------------------------------------~ 
85. 
BB. 
Weather and Climate. 
~:roblem 4. 
~';hat Cliuses "h1~hs"_ and "lo!"s". und different tyge§_~.f_.~1nd? 
1. What ia and what C6uses wind? 
2. ExplE:in the difference between wind 8nd air current. 
3 •. iJhme three causes of air pressure, exp18.in existence of 
heht, pressure of moisture in the l:;.ir, pressure of hir 
waves. 
4. ~hy is moist air lighter than dry air? 
5. How much pressure does the air contain per square inch? 
6. E<.:p1ain low and high p~essure. 
"'. "Thy doeR a "low" bring rain, and a Tthigh" c1ea.r. weather? 
8. ~hat causes the deily rains in the tropics? 
9. Explein th'; terms 'T tr&de winds", ."horse latitude". 
10. ~Vhat are the prevl:liling west er1ies? 
References: Exercise. 
--
VE':) l?p 121-123 Draw a region of high pre:~sure and 
?-B Pp 56, 60-63 one of low preflsure. 3hc'w with 
l/-D ;:l ... p 379-389 arrows the direct ion of the air 
"lV-C Pp 469-472 current s. 
E-',1 .Pp 28::'-283 
86. 
8B. 
~eather and Climate. 
Proble"Il 5. 
''vhut is the value of the weathpr bureau and 
the knowledge of oli~at ~~nd !~~ther to US? 
1.7h~t is the difference between ~eather and climate~ 
2.'.1l~:t is the weathe:-- bureau? ~~Tflat is its vB.llle? 
3. ~ow ~ny central offices are Lhere in each state? 
4. "lhut is done ,'With the reports sent to the oentral 
offices, aIla. to 1.~ashington, D. C.? 
5. Of what import &nce is kno-,;leLige of weather and o1imat e 
6. "Thy has the i 'nport HUC e of the weat he r bureau increased 
7. ;':ow do es c limet e a ffect animal s ano. plant s? 
?eferences: E:rercises. 
-------
1'-13 ?9 65-68 1. Of what value WS3 the weather bu-
V"Q:; Pp 126-127 reau in the ~or1d ~ar? 
u l~' 
.:..-- "j ?p 2\32-293 2. How dees thp weather bureau serve 
'>, 
-'0 ~')n 
-- I, 
406-407 seamen? 
3. Work Exercises 20 and 21 in ?-B 
P 64. 
4. 'ork Exercise }~3 in :2-13 t> 69 
37. 
SB. 
Our Earth in the Universe. 
General Aims. 
1. To develop an understanding of the orderly movement of 
bodies in the untverse, of which the earth is only a 
small part. 
2. ~o establish 8 knowledge Gf the relation of our earth 
to the other bodies in the universe. 
3pecific Aims. 
1. ~he size of tLe universe has never been and never may 
be mE'usu.~eci. 
f.. -.~ny kinds of bodies, of which the universe is composeci, 
become visible by nicht. 
J. Jonstell~tions are irnbgeQ as groups to aid location. 
4. All heavenly bodies move in precise order. 
5. '1he sun, p18nets, and satellites constitute th!~ solar 
syst em. 
6. ~he sun and the moon are the princip8l bodies which 
influence our earth. 
7. The earth moves in regular orbit about the sun, once in 
three hundred and sixty fi vo and one fourth d"ys. "nbis, 
together with the inclination of its axis. explains the 
change of the seusons. 
J. -r'he earth rotatAs completely or.. its axis once in twent,Y'"-
dd. 
SB. 
four hoars, causing day end night. 
9. our earth's shape, its revolution a.bout the SUH, 6n'::' its 
rotation on its axis, give us ideas of time. 
10 To keep accurate time, standard time belts h&ve been • 
auopt ed. 
89. 
Our Earth in the Universe. 
-_._----
.?ro ble ,TIl. 
i:ow ca!1_1ou!2cate~ome of tho heavenly bodies? 
1. ~That are st ars, and how many are vi sible? 
L ',nult are some of thl? constellations,? 
3. ,dElml? seven of the princi pEl const ellat ions? 
4. ~ow can you locate these constellations? 
5. "That is the size of thp snn compared with other stars'? 
References: Exercises. 
?-B ~)p 2 " -.l....I.. 1. Ijraw 7igure 3 in ?-B p 4. 
.. , 
.'\ ~'P 316-319 2. ,~how by diagram how to 1 OC&t e Polaris ,1- .v 
;{-c p ~33 Ursa ~~inor , Cassiopeia, Cephu.s, 
II ~) , , 96-105 .2erseus, Auriga. 
... t' 
90. 
SB. 
Our Ebrth in the Universe. 
?roblem 2. 
That do we know about t Q~.--E!.!ncJ:l'al_ b0C!ies of the 
solar s;;,"st e~? 
1. '1hat is the solar system? 
2. Describe the centr!::il hody of t:ce solBr system. 
3. ~hat makes all heavenly bodies move in precise order~ 
4. Of what use is 6stronomy to us? 
5. -ihich are ~he only bodies influencing our el:rth? 
,. 
=:O\"J many planet s are there">, ;:ow :T.ar..y groups? o. 
7 • 'That moveme:lt s cio planet s make? 
8. '''hnt are const ellat ions? 
g. ','hy does the moon appear to chbnge its Shl:ipe'? 
le. ,:ow does the moon &ffect the life on earth? 
11. 7hat is a comet? 
12. ~ow bre meteors formed, ~nd why are they sometimes 
rteferences: Exercises. 
?-P ?p 12-20 1. rerforro the experiment on page 329 ~-Dt 
lYtf-D ?p 320-342 and tell what it illustrs.tes. 
.7-C Pp 432-434 2. Cla,ss dernonstration:~'hy does the moon 
ap;:;ear to chEJlge it s shape'"' 
3. 3how by dia~ram the difference ~etween 
sun liLd moon eclipse. ?-B p l~. 
f------------------------------------------------------. 
SB. 
Our Earth in the Universe. 
--------.~--~-
Problem 3. 
lIo,; diG. tile earth come int 0 it s preSAct condit ion? 
1. How was t hF! eart 1"' formed? 
2. ~ow old is the earth? 
3. :~ow Wu_D t}:p ro(;~_ surface turr..ecl into soil? 
'% • .sxplain why the earth Joes not fly aW8~T fro~"Q the sun? 
Reference.a: 
------
~o see the effect rotAtion has 
'1[-D .2p 344-345 upon E body. H-W P 261. 
J:I_ r.1? p 259-270 
'?roblem 4. 
1. ;Yhllt movements does the earth make'? 
2. Shy is Olle hal f of t he earl; h always in darkLess? 
3. :;;-£>18i11 wh:r the dRYs and nights differ in length. 
Referencos Exercise. 
?-B )p 24-25 "'he ent ire class work out lemonst r.9-
tion 39 in ~-C p 436-137. 
TBS .7p 24::1, 251 
9 2. 
t3B. 
Our Earth in the ~niverse • 
.2roble:'l1 5. 
1. ~~ what season of the year are tne sun's rbYs most nebrly 
ver~icle? 
2. At '.Vhat time of the dby ~nd in which seeson of the iBur 
would you cast the l)ngest Shb~OW? 
3. ~hen WOQld you cast the shortest shadow? 
4. .2upi 1 s 11SU.;:, :'ly say ~ hat it is warn}!'? ri n Sl1r.nner t han in 
winter, becb~se the SIll is nearer to the earth. Give 
tr~le reason. 
5. In ,'ll!'1mer we go to tee north side of the blildi:.'lg to 8et 
out of the sunli~ht. ~eople in South A~erica do the 
o P90Sit e. Tfuy? 
Refer<'3IlCeS~ Exercise 
''f 
" p <±35 d-'v 
P-B ~:} fJ 26-29 25 in ?- 3 prove t he "newer to nlU1her 
,'/-D 'p 350-355 
VB3 .. ?p 2~9-251 
93 
BB. 
Our Earth in the Jn1verse. 
Problem 6. 
B:ow do 'IVe get our ~ ime" 
1. :-lOiN can the earth be used 11:l a clock? 
2. ~at i 9 t he difference bet ween at andard and sol.5.r ~ 1me" 
3. Vhy ~o we US8 st~ndarl instead of solar time? 
4. If Y8U !!wde ~A transcontinental triE) from Boston to ~JOS An-
geles, would your wHtch telly with the time of the latter 
place? If not, in wha~ respect would it differ? 
D. Vhat observat ion woal" you make on the ret llrn trip" 
6. Into how many time l)elts is the ~T. S.iivided? 
7. ~hat and where is the Intern&tional Dute line? 
d. Of what si6nific~nce is it? 
9. IVhy are the t 1me belt bO:lwlaries in the IT. S. not st raight 
lines I"ro:n north to south? 
~eferences: Exercises. 
,. T', 
! - ~LJ ,lp 344-351 1. Home project: How fast does the 
~"'~~3 ":)p 251-25':3 earth rotate? P 344. 
2-B 'p 29-32 2. On full sheet draw an out lille map 
'/-C ?p 442-4:45 oft h e U. S. an d i 11 j i c) ~l t 8 the 
boundaries of tIe time 'belt s. 
P-B 0 33. 
r 
--------------------------------------------------------------------, 
8A. 
Fir~-It s Ca~lse! _.Prev~nt ion an,l cent role 
Ger,eral Ai!'!!. 
-------
~o dAvelop an a:"preciat ion of the nat :lre of fire it s 
C~:t:lse:3 aLd cont.col. 
Sr,ec ific .Aims. 
1. cire is ChtlGed b;'{ a ~_rope.r reletior. of comb1l.stibte Slt[)-
3~ unoe, oxygen, Ol;U t tie kindl in:; t empertit lIrA. 
2. "'ire :nay be COilt rolled bJ rei£ul&t ing any on'"O of three 
f)ctors whiJh cnase it. 
3. 3ubstaaces which ao not burn are those which will not 
unite or h3ve previously been united with oxygen. 
4. Combast ion of lifferent subst unces st art s at different 
~~iJ~.lling t emLJers.t 'lres all~ t.'roceeds tit diffe rent r&t es. t'ifi S 
Often resul~s ic the production of poisonoas proJucts of 
comb~st ion anG. smoke. 
;). 3 pont aneOllS co;-)rYJ.:Jt ion takes place when comlJll.st able sub-
stance reuches its kinliling temperatare without the Bid 
of he&~ from the Ollt sio.e SO,lres. 
6. "'he products of CO:"'ibilstion of most comnon fuels are the 
same 88 thOBP prodlh~ed by oxidation in the hnman bod~T. 
95. 
8A. 
7i re-It s Oaase, )rev ent ion Bnd Co~t ro! 
:1roblem 1. 
"'hat CciUses combu"t ion? 
1. ~;:ow did primitive man C0110 into possession of fire? 
2. \7hat are conditions necessary to prodnce fire'? 
3. "lhich >>;ateri81s are rost c:ornmonly 11S8(1 to :nake fire'> 
4. 'Hhnt are combJ.st i bles and L~combu.st i b:'e s? 
5. J~rne the ch&racteristics of fuels use~ for fire'> 
6. ',het is a burni,ng t emperat ':tre? 
7. ',Vh3t are th'e princip6.1 c~uses of fire'? 
d. 'Thich of the gase;3 in the air helps to :-nake thir.,is burn'? 
Ref·3rRl.ces: ~drk problems l, 2, 3 in V3S 
.... ,-1) 
-- l:J 104-135 pp 23-24. Jae the fo11o~in~ 
~-B JP 226-260 IHHil.d.n~s for t L n writ e-ap: 
?:-c p 244 ilb-rnA of tll8 experiment. 
." 
~ 
P 145 - - -" 
H :~p £7-2~ Ap~lic8tion. }lBce the head-
in~s in CCli.t8!" of line. 
96. 
8A. 
~jre-It s Cause, ?rev9nt ion an~1. CQntrol. 
~?roble'1l 2. 
How are fires controlled? 
1. ~~plain why the strikin~ of 8 mat~h produces a fla~e? 
2. XhHt is a fla~e? 
3. ~ow is fresh air constantly supplied to burning materia1 9 
4. ':That does fire take out of the air? 
5. Describe the ~un2en burner, gas, kerosene turners. Tell 
how they '.vork. 
6. ~;ame sevardl wl:iys in which fires may be controlleo.. 
7. ~Iow would you ext inguish &n oil, gtL oline, wood ii re? 
b. How would you suve a girl whuse dresses were on fira? 
9. Show by sim~le diagram of a stove or furnace where the damp-
ar, .firadoor, grate b.nd draft are lOCated. Tell how they 
work. 
]efe renees: Experi!7lent s 
--------
lV_ J) )p 60-61 1. rest for the two pri~cipal g~ses in the 
P-B ?p 231-239 ai r .~;-J) p 60. 
R-','! -p 152-159 2. :,:H.i-\.e 8 fire ext in12ui sher. VBS p 26. 
H _:.'p 26-34 3. ExperLnent 51 in P-B p 22;3. 
1.38-139 4. Exercises 6, 7 in !-B p 23 7 • 
'>. Experiment s 55, 56 in :)-B .: p 2':)8-2,~9. 
~--------------------------------------~ 
97. 
SA, 
roblem 3. 
lh&t is the purpose of fQels? 
l.ihat arc t no diffeTfILt m:"it erials used for fire? 
2. How wa;] oOiil fo Eled? 
3. :IoVl is petrolelF'l obta'ned and used as fuel? 
4. :)tate tht) 6.iffereI~ce be:wecn natur&l aI~d &rtificibl g&s. 
5. ,;'hott is it that burDs in fuels? 
6 • .Iith what a.CB s a materi&l combiIle or unite when it burns? 
7. "[hat do these fuels form? 
8. '({hut causes the excessive amount of srrloke belchL'6 
i'r(i)!n chLnneys? 
9. Explain how gas is "!lanufaot ured from ooal. 
10. ACCol~nt for the popularity of oil as fue::". 
11. Expl~:n fractional disti11ution. 
3.eferenoes: Experiments. 
E-"'J .i? l) 123-126, 375 Work numbers 53-59 in P-B Pp 2;~6-246. 
:':~-3 ?p 242-251 
~"'"PQ 
.29 310-313 ~ .~, 1.,J 
98. 
8A. 
Fir~:-)t s Ca~ts~-i. 2revent ion t,nd Cant rol. 
Problem 4. 
;luW are fires pre"~nted and exti~shAd? 
1. Name three common causes of fire • 
. 2. ;'fuy are so ~any fires caused. by cig&rett s? 
3 • ,That CUllse s spont aueous cO!!lbust ion? 
4. IT/:;t''je three ways of puttine a fire out. 
5 •. ~ow ooes Vlbter put fire out? 
6. Bow do the fire extiL€ui3hers carried by the ex~ress 
wa::.;:ons work? 
7. ~ive a practical illustration of the fire loss in the 
~. s. in one year. 
:::eferences: Exercises. 
g-J ;Jp 140-160 1. IvIake a full page drawing of 
") 
-13 2p 251-257 fire extinguisher M1igure 238 
-.. 
-D Pp 184-1'88 P-B, and label the part s. 
VB:3 Pp 31-35 2. Using t lie ,·'core carEl in H_,'T - , p 
make a survey of your home. 
the 
in 
160 
r __ ---------------------------------------------------------. 
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8A. 
Diseases-Causes and Prevention. 
General Aim. 
rode, ele p an underst anding of t he ways a:4(l :-!leans 
of protecting oursleves and others against disease. 
Specific Aims. 
1. ::r.&ny di seases are caused by ent rance int 0 the body, and 
subse1uent reactions produced directly or indirectly by 
2. ~)()me germs are helpful for 30i 1 enrichment, de.st ruct ion 
of Orbc.lnic :'ktter and other destructive organisms, and 
production of food. 
Bacteria, the plant for~s of germs, are microscopic in 
size and vary in form. 
~. Under pro~er conditions, some bacteria feed upon tissue 
and e:i~inBte poi~on in the body of the Or8&ni~rr in 
whi ch t hey grow. 
5. Every contsieous disease is caused by transferance of 
disease ger~s fron sick to well~· 
6. rhe body is natarall;! well protected against disease 
germs both externa}.ly and internally. 
7. Disease may be prevented by artificial immunization. 
j. Cleanliness is the chief requirement in freeing a home 
:fror2 germs. 
100. 
8A. 
Diseases-Causes and ?revention. 
9. Carelessness in cO:1"l:.mity health habits is a crLne 
aguinst ourselves anQ neighbors • 
.2roblem 1. 
';hy ;'li:A-J t;;er:tis vrove helpful anti. harmful? 
1. Give 80~a econo~ic rei, sons for keepin[ in goo~ hAalth. 
8. ~he spread o~ Jisease was long thou~htto be beyonQ hum&n 
control. How di~ Easteur prove this false? 
3. '.vhat is e, gerrn~' 
4. Name ~he three prinCipal cl~sses of germs. 
5. ~ow Jo becteria differ fo~~ each other? 
6. HoV! do bacteria prove helpful Bnd hCl,rr.'1ful? 
7 • Jhich diseases are caused b~l bacteria? By animal ger:TIs? 
8. ',,'/hi ch are the mo st dange rous ge rras an d why? 
?efnrences: Exercise 
'7-C .2p 608, 612, 620- 62iS On full pabe in 2 by 311 oblongs 
C .29 253-258 draw shapes of bacteria • 
" 
.2p (~22-226 i ?-B P 196 • 
VES .?P 6<3-70 
?-B ?p 193-197 
ii-''v .2p )8-89, 109-110 
101. 
8A. 
Diseases-Causes and Prevention. 
Problem 2. 
How do g~rms spread? 
l.:hat Bre the different ways in which germs spread? 
2. How are germs spread in case of small pox, t~7ph,;id 
fever, ~aleria, tuberculoais, col~s, chicken~ox, 
diphtheria? 
,j. '~'l1ere do ljeTTnS thrive best? 
References: Exercises. 
J_J ~p 195, 202-203 ',~iork iroblem 7 VES P 59. 
C !? 273 ';7ork Problem 5 'lBS P 57. 
?t .2p 81-127 .2brt I . 
" Pp 213-237, 261-277 
~I-'7 .2p 109-110 
102. 
8A. 
Diseases-Causes and Prevention. 
Problem 3. 
How does the body protect itself against disease? 
~'::ow does the body proteot . itself against gel'1ps? 
How are germs killed in tne body? 
'y1hy do we have certain diseases only once? 
Name th~ee methods' of raising the defensive power of the 
boiy against di sease. T ell why t hey are effect i ve? 
How does the st ruct ure of the nose aid the body in it s 
defense against disease? 
What protection does the skin offer the body? 
References: Exeroise 
Jp 158, 211, 214, 224~ 226 
Pp 11-17, 168, Part I. 
?p 150, 205 
?p 147-148 
Pp 71-78 
Draw Figure 88 in R, PartII 
p 166. 
103. 
8A. 
Diseases-Causes and Prevention. 
Problem 4. 
What. can you do to prevent the spread of disease? 
1. What are some of the precautions you should take in your 
association with the sick and people in general? 
2. How can.you protect yourself against impure water? 
3. -':ive the life history of two inseots whioh spread disease. 
',Vhioh is the best method of ext erminat ing t hem both? 
How can you destingu1sh the Anopheles from othermosquito8 
How oan you make yo~rself immune against disease? 
'.7hioh is the best procedure to follow when sick? 
How does the government prevent the spread of disease? 
References: 
105-108, 110-116, 261 
Pp 618-624 
. VI-C Pp 669-671 
Pp 145-186. Part I 
73- 78, 484-485 
?p 206-224 
Exercises. 
Make an_ enlarged arawing 
of Fig. 298 in W-D p 623. 
Draw on full page ~iB. 196 
in P~B p 216. 

105. 
9B. 
Source and Control of Energy. 
Problem 1. 
1."lhat use does man make of mechanical energy? 
1. What ·is energy? 
2. What is the source of all energy? 
3. ~i;:;t about nine different kinds of energy. 
4. ~ist devices using the energy mentioned. 
5. What use is made of wind and water power? 
6. How does atmospheric pressure work in the pump, siphon, 
balloon, airplane, caisson? 
7. Narle the si::nple machines controlling energy. 
8. What are some of the advantages of using simple machines? 
. 
9. How would you find the mechanical advantage of the 
inclined plane? The block and tackle? 
10. 1'el1 how you are aided by different kinds of friction. 
References: W-D ?p 66-68 
H-7 ?p 162, 189, 190, 192, 194, 451, 458 
?-B Pp 237, 317-319, 328-330, 332, !38, 345, 350-351, 356-357. 
VBS Pp 231, 239-245, 862, 364. 
Experiment s. 
Work experiments in P-B number 71 p 324, 72 p 327, 
73 ~ 330, 74 P 330, 75 P 348, 76 P 351. 
106. 
9B. 
Souroe and Control of Energy. 
Problem 2. 
How is man served by heat? 
1. How is the surface of the earth heated by the sun? 
2. Which gas supports burning, ana where ioes it oome from? 
3. How does combustion prove a source of heat? 
4. Name the different kinds of friction. Tell how you 
are benefited by the~. 
5, Jow do f~iction and gravity produoe heat? 
6. How does eleotricity produce heat and light? 
7. By which methods is heat distributed? 
Referenoes: 
oH-N Pp 46, 130-132, 162, 189, 206 
VBS Pp 31, 44, 50, 242, 314-315, 362 
W-D Pp 60, 64, 66, 69, 96 
P-B Pp 84, 235-237, 253, 263-264, 338-339, 427, 428, 486, 
488-489. 
Experiment s. 
Work experiments in P-B numbers 62, 63 P 263, 96 P 428. 
Problem 1 in VBS p 23. 
Source 
What use does 
1. 'Jhat is the original 
107. 
9B. 
and Control of EnertIl· 
Problem 3. 
man make of li~ht ener~l? 
source of light? 
2. ~ist some of the past and present devices of artificial 
light. 
3. What causes incandescence in modern devices? 
4. ,',Vhat happens to light falling on a mirror, dark cloth, 
glass? 
5. V~at do you learn from ~igure 411, in P-B p 4l7? 
6. 7Jollld absence of dust particles in the air affeot our 
light? 
7. :,!ent ion three things happening when light waves st rike 
a glass. 
8. ',Thy is a ray of light entering water refraoted? 
9. How oan this knowledge be applied to locating objeots 
under wat er? 
By whioh arrangement oould you get the most light 
into your room? 
• Explain Count Mumford's contribution to scienoe. 
~hy is the blaokboard black, the ceiling white, other 
part s of t.he room brown or gray? 
• How oan you apply this knowledge to your home? 
H-"1 ?p 162-171 
108. 
9B. 
?rob1em 3. 
( oon. ) 
Referenoea: 
W-D Pp 34-38, 55, 142-144, 324 
VBS Pp 287-302 
P-B Pp 413-431 
Experiment s • 
1. How brightness of light ohanges with distanoe.W-D p 37. 
2. 'ileasuring brightness of light. W-D P 37 • 
. 3. Splitting white light into colors. W-D p 142. 
4. In P-B work experiments numbers 94 p 417, 95 P 418. Do the 
same with exercises ~, 2, 3 P 421, and 10, 11, 12 P 431. 
5. In VBS work problems 3 p 280, 5 P 281, 16 p 286. 
109 
9B. 
Souroe and Control of Energy. 
Problem 4. 
'''(hat are the oharaoteristios and value of magnetism? 
1. Prom what does the magnet derive its name 9 
2. "Sow does t he mariner make use of r,&g;lIet ism? 
3. Explain the terms"magnetic field", "lines of forcer.. 
4. Whivh parts of the bar ms.gnet have the greatest attraction? 
. 5. Whs.t is the difference between 8, permanent and temporary 
magnet? 
6. What is an electro-magnet? 
7. Of what importanoe is Oersted's discovery? 
8. Vlliat use is made of the fact thst unlike poles attract, 
and like repel? 
9. How is magnetism used in the door bell? The dynamo? 
Referenoes: Exercises. 
W-C Pp 286-290 1 • Problem 6 in VBS p 379. 
VBS Pp 375, 386-389 2. Problems 7 and 8 in VBS p 
-w ?p 197-204 3. Problems 9, 10, 11 in VIS 
-B Pp 404-409. 461, 497-498 p 380. 
380 
4. Experiment 88 in P-B p 404. 
110. 
9B. 
Souroe 5.nd Cont »01 of Energy. 
Problem 5. 
How is eleotricity produoed and oontrolled? 
1. Mention three ways in which eleotricity is produoe~~ 
2. In problem one we learned what energy is. To what does e~ 
lectrioal energy.ohange in the following: The electric 
toaster, electric ~otort storage battery. door bell. 
dynamo? 
3. 7Thich is the best way of thinking of the source of eleo-
t ricity? 
4. tYhat is static eleotricity? How long h~:s it been known? 
5. How did Volta produoe eleotricity? 
6. Describe the dry cell. 
7. Everything in the world is made up of atoms, electricity 
also. If an orange and an atom were, enlarged prop0rtion-
ately, how lEirge would either be? 
8. To what is the attraction between a glass rod and sealing 
wax due? 
How can you oharge a mettd rod? 
• How did ~araday produce electricity? 
• IL whioh devices is this principle applied? 
• Describe the mot or. the dynomo. 
• f7hat is an electric oircuit? a short oirouit? 
.. How can ~rou guard against a short cirouit? 
, 
111. 
15. Nwne several good oonduotors and non-oonduotors of eleo-
t rioity. 
16. ~1hat uee is m&de of the eleotrode, the eleotrolyte? 
17. How is eleotricity transmitted? 
18. How 1s the flow of eleotrioity oontrolled in our homes? 
19. How is eleotr1city measured? 
RefereL.~: Experiments. 
-
1I-C Fp 288~303 1. VEe problem 1 &nd 2 p 376. 
nS Pp 375, 383-;397 2. JJrf~w full page diagram of dry cell 
H-'i1 Pp 201-214 label part s. T-L p 265. 
'P-B ?p 389-401 3. Experiment 83 in P-B p 392. 
W-D Pp 294-296, 393-~391 4. E1~eroises 4,5,6 in P~B 396. 
'T-L ?p 240~248,26l~266. 5. Experirnent.85 in P-B p 398. 
274-277,280&286, 6. Experiment 87 in P-B p 401. 
295 ... 304. 7. Experiments 90, 91 in P~ Pp 408-
409. 
8. Wiring plans in T-L ?p 276-277. 
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9A. 
The Hlgiene of Some Parts of the Human Bidy. 
General Aim. 
To gain a fundament 81 underst anding of some part s of the 
human body as a basis of knowledge of proper oare. 
Speoifio Aims. 
1. Digestion 
a. ~he changing of food int 0 such a form th6.t part s of the 
elements pass through the walls of the food tube and be-
come part of the blood is called digestion. ~he proper 
elimination of excretion of waste materis,l is necessary 
to good health. 
b. Digestion takes place in a series of organs, eaoh one of 
which pla.ys a distinctive part in the whole digestive 
prooess. 
c. The orgens of digest ion are delicat e but are efficient 
when properly cared for. 
~. Circulation 
a. When in proper condition, the organs of circulat~on 
supply the different parts of the body with blood, CB.r-
rying the proper amount of food and oxygen, and remov-
ing waste materials. 
b. A proper amount of daily physical exercise is necessc!ry 
to secure a normal development and correct functioning 
of the ciroulatory system. 
113. 
c. ~he blood is subj.ect to infection from an open wound. 
Respiration 
8. By respirat ion the parts of the body reoei ve a fresh 
supply of oxygen and give off their exoess oarbon 
dioxide and some ot her wast e mat erisls. 
b. Certain precaution should be taken to keep the respira-
tory organs funotioning properly. 
4. Sigh.t and hearirLg 
a. :n:any defects of the eye oan be avoided b:- proper care 
of this organ. 
b. :'JIany defects of the f3yeoan be corrected by properly 
fitted glasses. 
o. The Qirect oocneotion between the middle e&r and the 
throat make it necessary to treat oolds promptly and 
carefully in order that dangerous infections of~he 
ear may be avoided. 
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9A. 
THe Hygiene of Some Parts.of the Human Bod;l:' 
Problem 1. 
How is the digest ion of our food brought about1 
1. Show how the energ/ of the food you eat had its origin in 
the sun. 
2. What is digest ion? 
3. Where does the digestion take plaoe? 
4. 7fhioh are the most important parts of the alimentary oanal? 
5. Which process of digestion takes place in the mouth~ 
, 
6. Give the number of temporary and. permanent teeth. 
7. Describe the structur.e of the tooth. 
8. Name, locate and give the purpose of the salivary glands. 
9. ~ocate arid desoribe the pharynx and esophagus. 
! 10. What is the purpose and structure of the stomach? 
t 
11. Describe the juice::whioh acts on the food in the stomach, 
and tell how this is accomplished. 
[ 12 , . Which foods are largely digested in thA stomaoh? 
How long are the small intestines? f 1 '7 v. 
14. Describe and name the prooess by which the food is passed 
along in the small intestines. 
, 15. What classes of foods are digest ed 1:n~t he small il:.t est ines? 
~ , 
! 16. How does the structure of the small intestines provide 
for absorpt ion? 
17. ':Vh:r is food so long delayed in the sasll intestines? 
115. 
18. What is the 'nat nre of the pancreat ic juice Emd t he bile? 
19. Describe the organs which manutaoture each. 
20. Discuss the care of teeth. 
References: 
P-B Pp 140-141, 145-149 
W-C Pp 558-565, 573-575 
W Pp 51- 72 
C Pp 211-217, 21S, 221-224 
R Pp 88-102 Part II. 
Eyercisesl',;nd Experiments. 
1. Experiment.' 29 'in P-Bp 146., 
2. Experiment 30 in P-B p,147. 
3. Draw on full page the ' al~mentary canal in C p 214. 
4. Draw on full page Figure 135 in P-Bp 146. 
6. Draw on full page Figure 19 in W-C 558. 
6. Experiment 32 in P-B p 152. 
7. Show the action of gastric juice. See W ?p 56-57. 
8. Make a cross seotion drawing.of.a tooth. Label part 
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9A. 
TJ;:.e Hygiene of Some Part s of the Human Body? 
Problem 2. 
How is the circulation of the human bouy oarried on? 
1. By what process do digested foods get from the intestines 
to the tissue whi~h they build and repair? 
2. How are the waste products of the tissues carried away? 
3. Name and describe the different blood vessels. 
4. How does the blood look under the microscope? 
5. Whet gives the red color to the blood? 
6. How is oxygen distributed throughout the body? 
7. What causes anemia? 
8. How does the lymph di ffer from the blood .?< 
9. What disease is brought about by the laok of exercise? 
10. What are the four principal purpOses of the blood? 
F 
11. What is the nature of fibrin? 
12. Describe the structure of the heart. 
13. How is the te~perature of the body regulated? 
14. state the affect of exercise. stimulants, and narcotics 
on the qody cO 
15. How do alcohol and tobacco affect the circulation"? 
16. How is the waste matter of the body disposed? 
c Pp 227-239 
l{ Pp 112-127 
W-C Pp 566-573 
R 
117. 
Referenoes. 
W-D Pp 543-549 
VBS Pp 216-219 
P-B Pp 151-152 
Pp 135-157 Part II. 
Exercises. 
1. Observe the oiro1l1ation of the blood in a frog's foot 
and describe. C p 231 
2. By diagram show exchange of food and waste products in 
the body. P-B p 151. W-C P 568. VBS P 217. 
3. By diagram show the path of the blood in the body. 
IJabel blood vessels.' 1I-C p 568, Pleta V. R P 138, ?art II. 
4. Make a drawing of the heart showing its internal structure. 
Label the parts. W p 118. R P 137, Part II. T p 128. 
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9A. 
The Hygiene of Some Parts of the Human Body. 
Problem 3. 
What are the functions of the respiratory system,? 
1. 7Thich are the most important parts of the respiratory' 
system? 
2. ro what does breathing refer in the human body? 
3. Since respirat ion includes breathing and oxidat ion, com-
pare the oxidation of the food in the cells with the burnin 
of wood in the stove. 
4. What is the composition and function of the red corpuscles? 
5. Describe the action of the ribs and diap~ragm in breathing. 
6. ~ocate and describe the structure and function of the lungs 
7., It was formerly t nought t hat carbon di'oxide was a poison 
causing headaches and nausea in crowded rooms. Disprove 
• I , 
the theory. 
8. 7/hy should one always brea.the through the nose? . 
9. Tra~e the passage of the air'from the nose to the air 
sacs, of the langl. 
10. Describe the trachia and the bronchi. 
11. :aowis artificial re spirst ion produced? 
12. Discuss several methods of vent 1lation in present use. 
W-D ?p 551-556 
C Pp 156-168 
P-B P 151 
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Referenoes: 
'iV-C l?p 131-147 
W Pp 100-111 
YES Pp 48- 52 
R Pp 160-176, Part II. 
Exeroises. 
1. Draw Fisure 44. in W p 108. I.ocat e adenoids and tonsils. 
See also W-D p 202. 
r.. Show the action of the lungs and diaphragm in breathing. 
C p 167. 
3. Prove that heat is generated in the body. C p 166. 
4. Show the affect of tobacco on cell life. C p 163. 
5. With skeleton diagram show Schafer's method or resusti-
cation. W-D p 554. 
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9A. 
Tee Hygiene of SOIlfe part s of the Human Body. 
Problem 4. 
How do we hear and see? 
1. Wit h what oan; the out er part of the ear be compared? 
2. Name the principal part s" of the ear. 
3. How do vibrations from the air reach the middle ear? 
4. Explain t he arrangement whereby these vi brat ions reach 
the nerves of hearing and the brain. 
5. Why do gunners open their mouths during the disoharge 
of a cannon? 
6. name the principal part s of the eye. 
7. How is the amount of light ent ering the eye regulated? 
8. What similar arr~ngement admits light to the e~mera? 
9. In which part of the eye are images formed? 
10. How does the lens of the eye adjust itself to differences 
in distances? 
11. Explain "near-sightedness",. "far-sightedness", "astigma-
tism". 
12. ~hat are eye glasses for? 
13. How is the eye protected from injury? 
.P-B ?p 162-166 
H-W Pp 174-183, 222 
W :;p 188-198 
Referenoes: 
w-c Pp 104-105, 259-268 
VBS Pp 19-20, 292-294. 
W-D ?p 47-54. 
121. 
Experiments and Exercises. 
1. Experiments 34 and 35 in P-B p 164. 
2. How does the pinhole camera .. se light rays? W-C p 260. 
3. :'lllke an, enlarged drawing of t.he human ear. W-C p 105. 
4. How are imaies formed in the eye? W-D p 47. 
5. Why do' we have two eyes? W-D p 47. 
6. Give reasons for the existence of thA blind spot in 
the eye. W-D p 49. 
7. How does the eye adjust itself to variations of distances? 
122. 
9A. 
Some Reproductive?rocesses in ?lants. 
General Aim. 
To gain a fundamental unclerstanding of some reprodllctive 
processes in plants, and their similarity to like processes 
in the h1tman body. 
Specific Aims. 
1. All life has its begin~ing in a Single cell, 
2. Reproduction is often accomplishE!d by cell division 
without fertilization. 
3. When the reproduction is sexual, the egg cell must be 
fertilized in order to develop. 
4. ~he reprodactive organs of many plants are to be found 
in the flower. 
5. Some plants replloduceby fertilization of the egg cell. 
6. Fertili~ation is accomplished by transfer of pollen. 
7. The seed is the embryo. 
123. 
9A. 
Some Reproductiv.e Processes in Plants. 
Problem 1. 
Which are the principal parts of the flower? 
1. What is the function of the flower? 
2. When is a flo,wer complet e, incomplet e, perfect, imperfect, 
irregular, regular? 
3. Describe the structure and use pf the petal, the sepal. 
4. Point out the difference between the corolla and the 
perianth. 
5. ~Jh1ch are the essentjnl parts of the flower? 
6. Locat,e;anu give the use of recepticle, stamen, filament, 
ant her, calyx. 
,7. Give the parts of the pistil and describe their function. 
8. Place the following in vertical oruer in your notebook, 
and define them in short, conaiee sentences. 
Calyx pollen corolla sepal petal pist il 
filame.G~ anther ovary 
RefArences: 
stamen recepticle 
Wag ?p 19-29 
~.~ Pp 117-124 
Exercises. 
c Pp 330-341 
H-W Fp 504-507 
!vlake a full ps.ge drawing of a flower. Label part B. 
i?r~pare an oral report on " With the Wild Flowers". 
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9A. 
Some Reproduotive Prooesses in Plants. 
Problem.2. 
What is thefunotion of the fruit? 
1. List twelve of the most oomnon fruit s. 
2. What peouliarity do ydu notioe in uifferent fruits &s 
to the walla aLd the out er part of the ovary, the part 
outside the seed oavity, the skin or rind, the reoeptiole? 
3. Where do you find the oalyxin the apple, the quinoe, 
the pear? 
4. Whioh are the two genera~ olasses of fruits? 
5. ~'lhat are the oharaot erist ios of eaoh? 
6. What is the funotion o·f the· fruit? 
C :?p 343-345. 
Referenoes: 
Wag ?p 38-40. M 2p 127-129, 132-133, Bl 
Exeroises. 
A studl of fruits. 
Materials: Orange, tomato, apple, pea, peoan. 
~ethod: study each separately. 
'Observation: Observe and desoribe both the external and the 
interL&l appearance of each sample. Mention parts of 
flower represented in each~ ~vIention several agencies ta;at 
aid "in the disposal of fruits eni seeds, and give ex&mples 
of each. 
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9A. 
Some Reproduotive Prooesses in Plants. 
Problem 3. 
How are seeds distributed? 
1. ?That conditions are neoessary before seeds can be produoed, 
2. ~ame fruits reproduced without seeds. 
3. Describe six ways in which seeds are distributed. 
4. state how seeds of the following are distributed: 
The dandeli on t milkweed t t umbelweed, locust t coc oanut • 
5. Who else assists in distributing seeds? 
c . Pp 345-350 
M ?p 130-133 
References: 
Exercise. 
Wag. Pp 41-45 
W-D ?p 470-471 
Growing trees have the power to split rocks. Give 
an example showing that seeds possess this power also. 
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9A. 
i30me lteprodllct i ve ?rocesses in :."lant s. 
_)rohle""l 4. 
'.Tow '='0 sep..E-~_s~r"1'l-!l~~~? 
1. "hich is tl:e ilost import, nt p~rt. of the !'1ature seed') 
2. Describe th8 three pert~ • 
• Iiame specific typeH of seaus. 
~. JAs~ribe ana loc~t0 the m&in parts of th0 bean. 
5. 30w do these act in gro"ing seeds? 
6. What is an embryo? 
7. How aeep should s eds be plhnted.? 
8. ".7hat conuit ions are uetri!nental to sprotltin:s? 
9. How are seods fed? 
10. :low C8.11 yO"l test aeeus? 
Ll. How does n~ture prevent the extermination of seeds? 
L2. ~hat is natQral and urtifici61 selection? 
L3. Discrib8 sever81 ~ethods of pollination. 
L4. 3:ow is t rle sprout int5 seed no uri shed? 
LB. How do flowers prevent self-pollination? 
L6. nOV'; Joe~) fnrtili:::;stion tuj{e pluoe? 
L 7. "'hat is ai:oexllal re prodnct ion? 
127. 
Refetenoes: 
c ?p 330-337, 388 W-D .Pp 469-482 
VBS Pp 477-482 M Pp 49- 55 
Wag Pp 45- 56 
Exeroises. 
1. Show how seeds are tested. W-D p 479 
2. ?rove that seeds require water and air for' sprout ing. 
W-D p 474. 
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9A. 
Some Beproduotive 1 Prooes8ea in Plante. 
Problem 5. 
How do Rlants grow? 
1": What' is t he purpose of t he root 8? 
2. Describe the tap and braee roots. 
3. What is the funotion of the root hairs? 
4. How do pltints seoure water? 
5. Why do ~plant s die if too muoh fert ilizer is used? 
6. Whioh are the most important parts of the plants? 
7. Why are the at ems or trunks of plant B so long? 
8. Why does ringing a tree kill.it? 
9. What is the purpose of the bark? 
10. How do we prevent injured trees tromrotting? 
11. What is the funotion of thEt leaves? 
12. How does the plant seoure oxygen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen? 
13. Describe the aotivity gOing on in the plant at -night. 
14. Why do plant s need less oxygen than animal s? 
15. In times of drought how does a plant proteotitself 
against water scarcit~ 
16. Why should a tree be out baok when transplanted? 
17. Describe layering, grafting. 
Referenoes: 
;:l-D Pp484-5Q1 ,0 Pp 291-328 
Wag?p 76-86, 123-133, 140-155. M Pp 51-73, 76-81, 96-116. 
1. Bobbitt, Franklin 
2. Bobbitt, Franklin 
3. Bobbitt, Franklin 
4. Blount, Ralph E. 
5. Broom, Herbert E. 
6. Caldwell, ot is VI. 
7. Caldwell, otis w. 
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1. What deviaEts are there in yOllrhome for flontl'olllng ".,.;tor 
. : ..... ,. ' 
P-B P 127. 
2. lame the different kinds of falloets •. Telillowthe" •• J:'k;' 
p .... a' 127. ." ... 0 P 161. 
Row are 1eakingfauoet" repatl'ed! ll-W p 71. 
H." 40 flush tanks' operate' a .... w p 102. 
purpose of th~ trap under the washbowl? . 
84. 
BE. 
Weather and Climate. 
Proble. 3. 
What'· are weather-1Dst rument s! and how do they work'? 
1. What oontribution did Galileo and Torrioelli make to ~ 
soienoe'? 
2. What did.Pasoal add? 
3. Desoribe the lIeroury barometer. an ordinary barometer, 
rain gauge, anemometer. 
4. How do Centigrade and ~ahrenheit thermometer differ? 
Referenoes: Exeroises. 
\ 
VES Pp 6, 11, 12 
P-E Pp 44-46, 68 
Draw a C and F .thermometer side 
. by side on full page •. 
W~D Pp 381, 387, 390, 401 
H-W Pp 279-2tO, 290-291 
D~ .. the aneroid barometer. Label 
the parts~ P-E p 45. n-w p 280 
86. 
aB. 
Weather and Olil'lat e • 
What 1s the value of the weather bureau and the 
knowledge of olimate and weather to us? 
1. What is the differenoe between weather and clill8t.? 
2. What is the weather bureau? What is its value?· 
3. How many central offioesare there in each state? 
4. What is done with the reports sent to the oentral offioes 
and to Washington, D.O.? 
6. Of what importance is knowledge of weather and climate to ' 
US? 
6. Wb7.has the importanoe of the weather bureau increased 
lately? 
7. How does olimate affect animals and plants' 
Referenoes: 
P-B Pp 66-68 
VBS Pp 126-127 
H-W Pp 292-293 
W-D Pp 406-407 
Exercises. 
1. Of what value was the weather bureau 
in the World War? 
2. How does the weather bureau serve 
seamen? 
3. Work Exeroises 20 and 21 in P-B p 64. 
4. Work Exercise 23 in P-B p 69. 
86. 
8B. 
Weather and Climate~ 
What is the value of the weather bureau and 
the knowledge of climate and weather to us? 
~ 0", 
,. 
86. 
8E. 
Weather and Climate. 
What is the value of the weather bureau a.nd the 
knowledge of climat e and weather to us? 
'rhe ~llea1e -C1Irr1e1ll.u COlUltruoUoa 1n ..MiL'll1 .. ~l",· 
" 'j' ", \r::r'"'" 
wr1t"aa br C_aa1ius P. Bat, has beea aooe,.a4' 1t7 . 'll.;r,?,~. 
Ora4_"e80_001 .t Lo7018 Ualvera11,. w1th reterenoe •• ' 
t .... U4 la7 the readers who.e D.aJae. appear lie low, 11'1'11 . 
:rete:re.oe to oODteat. It 1., taeretore, a.oep" ••. a. a,. 
pQ'tlal tdtiJ.aeDt .t the "qui"_n'. ot the .aarea 
Gontene4. 
Dr ..'ll' .. B. I.bud 
Dr ..... 1'4 B. I ... 
-7, 1130 
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